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This is Exponent, a magazine published tor and by the
students of the University of Dayton, and concerned
with the involvement of man in the humanities. Material contained herein may be reprinted with the permission of the editors. Manuscripts may be submitted
by any students of the University by mail or by placement in the office.
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Incidentally
summer is upon us. We shall make this column
as short as possible because we realize you don’t
want to be especially bothered with listening to
Us praise our own work. Which brings us to a
point. Next year, this column will become a true
editorial column instead of the preview-andreview-of-the-issue-at-hand type it has been to
date. We feel that if we included a story, poem
or article in an issue it is either good or our
judgement was bad. Either way you don’t need
us to praise it. If it is good you will recognize it
and if it is bad, well, all our praising will not
convince you it is better than reality.
You who read the Flyer-News know by now
that we will be returning for another year as
editors. When we took over Exponent last fall we
had no idea of how to put out a magazine or

adds a bit of “something” to the magazine. If
asked to define this “something,” we would
probably find ourselves up a river with no way
of coming down. But in keeping with our beliefs,

what could be done with it. So, with a few vague

we have chosen Mary Altick and Vic DeGhett as

ideas and some welcome and un-welcome advice

the coming associate editors.
One thing before we begin our goodbyes for
this year. We usually write our own reviews.
Therefore, they are without a byline. However,
we did neglect to add a byline to the review of
The Affluent Society in the past issue. In lieu of
another column we hereby credit it to Mr. James
Herbert. OK Jim?
We have a few goodbyes to say. Mary Mattingly, quite a prolific contributor during her

we blundered our way to publication. Now that
the year is ending, we realize the potential of Exponent and if we were not to return, we would

have to be content with attempting to pass this
advice on to the incoming editors.
This dilemma has haunted quite a few of the
previous editors and so we hit uponasituation to
rectify it. We have initiated the policy of taking
on associate editors at the end of the year. These

associates will spend a year becoming acquainted
with the magazine; they will be able to learn
just which of their ideas can be used, how they
can be used, and how to use them. Thus, when

they become editors-in-chief and choose their
associates, they will be familiar with the magazine, its limitations and possibilities, and most

important of all, how to put these possibilities
into print.
There are our two statements of new policy.
Now for our associates for the coming year. We
feel that the policy of having both a male and
female, rather than two of either, as co-editors

Emerald velvet moss
dewed and patient violets

waiting for the warming
sun to
PISé ...

giving life
comfort

and a purpose for
existing

laughing dark-eyed children
gray and wrinkled elders
waiting for their

dawn to...

mary beatty
2

give and end
their
meaningness

years here at UD, is graduating in June, so, as a

farewell, we have included two of Mary’s specialties, in this issue. Also, we are losing several of
our more frequent artists. George Villani, to
whom we said goodbye in the Winter issue and
hello in the Spring issue, is again leaving us. We
won't be so generous with our goodbye this time,
we think that is why he came back, to hear it
again. But, George did two very excellent illustrations in this issue, War Story and And Christ Wept
Over Jerusalem.
We would like to say goodbye to artists Mary

have contributed to making this year one of much
growth for Exponent and we hope to see you
all again in the fall. For those of you that we
shall never see again, may God grant you a
happy and fruitful life and may you succeed in
what ever you attempt. For our official goodbye
see the back cover. Though one of us is prejudiced towards the origin of our back cover quotation, we both feel it expresses what we want
to say. Again, goodbye, good luck and God
bless you.

Wh

Beatty, who turns poet in this issue, Jim Conley,

Mike Tock and Leroy White.
A special note of thanks is due to Father James
Donnelly, S.M.

Without Father Donnelly, much

of what we have done this year would not be
possible. Thank you Father Donnelly for your
patience and understanding.
Before we say our final farewell, we would
like to call your attention to our special feature.
For those of you who will be in this area for the
summer we have compiled a list of places you
can go to for fun and relaxation. Our thanks to
Herb Fox and Al Lochtefeld who helped Dan in
compiling this feature.
Now that we have presented this issue, we
would like to say goodbye. Thank you all who

pir Cade

Hold me close
and strong...

Wild and warm like earth

and shouting life

and kiss my cheek
for i am yours

by his existence...

my love...

fields of happy daisies

Ws

and the laugh of children...
crashing surf

and gentle warming rain...
this is the man that

i was born to
serve.

4

to hold forever

Forever is not long
to love you
i have loved
so

long
already

THE
—
Paul R. Walther
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survival, is the story of a fighting ship with the
spirit and soul of a warrior-hunter.

Her story begins with the end of the First
World War when strict limitations were placed
upon the German Navy by the Treaty of Ver-

sailles. The Imperial Navy was limited by the
treaty to 6 heavy ships (less than 10,000-tons)
,
12 destroyers, 6 light cruisers, 12 torpedo boats,
and a maximum Naval manpower of 15,000. The

reasoning behind this stipulation was that, in
order to stay below the maximum tonnage, Ger-

many could build nothing larger than cruisers.

The framers of the Versailles Treaty probably
figured Germany could build only costal defense
The

Germans, however,
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The story of the SCHARNHORST, from her
illegal beginning to her last valiant struggle for

ships.

Pee
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built warships

This was not enough to suit Krupp, though.
These guns could easily outrange other guns of
the same caliber in addition to throwing a projectile weighing, officially, 670 pounds, but in actuality weighing nearer 750 pounds.

It is believed by some that the SCHARNHORST and GNEISENAU were the first battle
cruisers constructed after the lifting of the Versailles regulations.

This, however, is misleading

since the construction of SCHARNHORST and
GNEISENAU was begun before the limitations
were lifted, thereby violating the treaty since both
ships were to weigh 32,000-tons. It is more correct

to state that these were the first capital ships completed after the lifting of the Versailles restrictions.
These 32,000-ton masterpieces of death and destruction were built at Wilhemshaven, Germany,

rather than coastal defense ships. These warships,
while below the 10,000-ton limitation, staggered
the experts with the amount of firepower and
speed they possessed. For example, some of these
ships were capable of over 26 knots (nautical
miles per hour) , and could put 56,000 horsepower
directly to the task of turning propellers. The

years to complete the work on SCHARNHORST,

armament of ships, such as the DEUTCHLAND,

Captain Ciliax, who, because of illness, was forced

which were built during this period, was fan-

tastically powerful.

in 1935. They first became acquainted with their
natural element, the sea, on 3 October,

1936,

when they were launched. It took nearly three
and she was commissioned on 7 January, 1939,
as a mighty addition to the German Imperial
Navy. Her first commanding officer was to be
to relinquish command to Captain Curt Caesar
Hoffman, the man who made SCHARNHORST

The Krupp steel works designed special 11-inch

into the fine fighting ship she became. Her name,

turrets for the DEUTCHLAND which were later

in fact, was destined to become a household word
in Germany, as well as in England. To the Germans she was known because she carried the name
of a W. W. 1 armored cruiser that was lost off
the Falkland Islands while fighting superior odds.

incorporated in the SCHARNHORST and
GNEISENAU. These guns had a very high

muzzle velocity, very flat trajectory, and a shell
velocity greater than that of any other 11 inch

gun in the world. By comparison, the guns on

To the English, she was to become a ship which

other 10,000-ton craft seemed very paltry indeed.

would take three years to hunt down and kill; a
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SCHARNHORST
“A GALLIANT WARRIOR”|

illustrations by John Harris

ship which was to wreak havoc upon the English
merchant shipping and the aircraft carrier H.M.S.
GLORIUS. To the German sailor who served

SCHARNHORST started to rescue the survivors of the steamer, but received a radio message
from the GNEISENAU to break off rescue at-

aboard her, she was destined to seem alive and

tempts and follow. A lookout reported a “shadow

anxious for the kill.
For the men of the SCHARNHORST, Novem-

dead astern.” This shadow was the H.M.S. NEWCASTLE, a British cruiser. NEWCASTLE tried

ber 21, 1939, was a day filled with apprehension

to engage SCHARNHORST, but fell behind and

and fear. On this day SCHARNHORST and

turned to the task of rescuing the remaining survivors of the 16,000-ton auxiliary cruiser P & O

GNEISENAU began their war careers. SCHA RNHORST and GNEISENAU were on their way

out of Wilhemshaven via the River Jade when
Captain Hoffman announced to his crew that the

purpose of this first battle cruise was a sweep
against the Allied patrol forces operating between
Iceland and the Faroe Islands. The men were

fearful and apprehensive because this was further
out than any vessel of the high seas fleet had ventured in W. W. I.
‘Two days later, on 23 November, at 4:07 P.M.,
the first report by a lookout of, “Starboard beam.

A big steamer. Sill very distant. Details not yet
visible,” came down to the bridge of SCHARNHORST. The ship was altering course repeatedly,
and flying no flag. What’s more, she disregarded
SCHARNHORST’s order to heave to. The

Line RAWALPINDI.

When attacked by the

SCHARNHORST, the RAWALPINDI reported
she had been attacked by the DEUTCHLAND,
a 10,000-ton battle cruiser. Believing the attacker
was the DEUTCHLAND, the British Home Fleet

sailed to the North Sea to try to intercept and sink
her. They never made contact with SCHARNHORST and GNEISENAU due to a raging gale
which provided excellent cover for the two raiders.
It was quite natural that Captain Kennedy of the
RAWALPINDI should” mistake SCHARNHORST for DEUTCHLAND because _their.,|-;
superstructures were quite similar in appearance.
Ironic as it may be, the purpose of the sortie,

ordered by Hitler, was to cover the return of the
DEUTCHLAND, as her loss would have resulted

SCHARNHORST opened fire with the main

in serious loss of morale among the German peo-

battery of 11” guns. The massive shells were soon
bursting on their luckless victim. The steamer
valiantly tried to return SCHARNHORST’s fire
and at length tried to escape into a smoke screen.

ple. The SCHARNHORST and GNEISENAU
made for Norway during the gale, and finally re-

The GNEISENAU came up from the south and
opened fire. Soon the steamer lay dead in the
water. “Blazing like a torch in the swiftly gathering darkness, the battered ship lay helpless with
her engines stopped.”

turned home. On November 27, both ships rode

serenely at anchor in the River Jade at Wilhemshaven.
The successful operation in stormy weather had
the effect on the crew of welding them into a

Continned on page
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Love—sick, strong
as a tree as pliant birches

dawn turning cloud on the sunset of indifference
Struggle snow crust—break—
fragile green grating

crystal cold—melt.
Love—twisted dirty brown-black

split dry
curling round a dip hang
dewberried cluster luscious.

Seen as a wind whirled sand
filled folly stinging crag stone smooth
dissing peaks—blasting tiny pit hollows into harbor
havens
blanch ina clutter-crust-shatter
virgin hewn rock.

Char-chasener of oak felled standing
gentle
rain-

snowdrop

of dancing petal
soft trickle cool ripple running
reed-lapping-lilt of sway caress
running surge of crest-leaping t
u

fall
fill

cradled in a granite hand.
Love—of a life lost high

in the girder-klang cable-lash labor
By Brother Valentine Habjan, S.M.
3-5-62

perch
of a gnash-nestle pin
rivet sear flesh
in a nail-pierce-pound hammer FAST!
palm-gnarl toa steel cross.

Splintered stock wearer weary
gift giver galled—sip bitter
wonder

miracle worker—man!

illustrated by Martha Hunter

Soul sought refuge form
fastened flesh hurl
high heavy sigh loft
of a heart made free.

Mk
enna
Kay Tallmadge

photograph by Al Lochtefeld

It was a miserable rainy day, during semester break and the lack of
something to do had sent me poking around the lower regions of the
Library. As | turned an abrupt corner, | discovered, hidden under the

dust of years, two shelves of Exponents. As | began thumbing through
them, | was struck by the reoccurence of familiar names — names of

prominent Daytonians, of my friends’ parents and, most interesting,
names of current University of Dayton faculty members. | read beyond
the tables of contents, and was so well pleased with what | encountered,

that | am passing a small part of it on to the current Exponent readers.
The dusty shelves at the library hold much of the past. This brief trip
into the “Twilight Zone” of times past will give you only a glimpse of

the literary output of our faculty, but the Exponents are always there,
like patient sentinels, should you want more.

For Whom the Tardy Bell Tolls
First in our series of “Dusty Editions” comes
from an article written by English instructor Larry
Ruff, after he had completed a stint of practice
teaching. Mr. Ruff, who was the Exponent editor,
still encounters (and deplores) the squeals and
giggles mentioned in this article:

Just in case anyone has missed me around
campus the past few weeks, I have been home,

kneeling on my priedieu and clutching my teddy
hear, mourning the passing of youth and_ inno-

cence.
;
1 am happyto report that I have finally been
formally introduced to the seamy side of life. It
stood up, bowed stiffly, and said, “Good mawnin’,

“Mr. Ruff.”

:

This broadening of my social contacts, after a
formerly sheltered and pampered life, began late
in August when I was looking forward to my
student teaching. (The phrase “looking forward”
is misleading; I was looking forward in the sense
that victims of the Inquisition looked forward to
an auto-da-fe.) Student teaching is a requirement
for graduation in the education division — fun-

loving sadist that it is — and, unnerved by Blackboard Jungle, I could think of only two ways of
escaping it...
Quit the division or die.
The first seemed impracticable after three years
of study and the seconda trifle extreme, so I de-

cided to pull myself together — bits of crystal
strung on wire that I was—and go through with it.

I entered the school on my first day whistling a

LARRY RUFF

accomplished pedagogue.
“Are you really a teacher, Mr. Huff?”

(It was

two weeks before they believed that someone
could actually be called Ruff.)

ooh
“Oooooo00h. (Squeal.)

(Giggle.)”

On the whole, I fear, phychology will benefit

little from my experiences, since psychology and I
operate on entirely dissimilar first premises. Dr.
Gesell will insist that children are like people; I
that children are a totally different race which
might well have landed on the last saucer. One is
led to wonder, in fact, if the stork might have

brought them originally.
Naturally, one emerges from this cleansing

flame a different person — somewhat the worse for
hard use what with the fallen arches and the exhausted larnyx, but new, new!, in spirit.

As I

said, I have not tried to recapture the old me, but
have buried and mourned him with the quiet dignity he loved.
The new, reborn me is going to do great things.
He’s going to open a school for teachers that’s
really going to help its graduates win children and
influence a class. No foolish subject matter or
dusty psychology will appear in the catalogue.
His graduates will know the things the youngsters
demand of a teacher:
To simultaneously pat the head and rub the
stomach . . . to stand on the head . . . to wiggle
the ears...

gay Dies Irae and filled with a ballooning sense
of inferiority. The class greeded me as befitted an

“For Whom the Tardy Bell Tolls’—Larry Ruff

PRAYER

Father Thomas Stanley, $.M.

Father Thomas Stanley, currently Dean of the

University, was a frequent contributor to the
Exponent during his days as a U.D. student. From
among many prose and poetry selections, | have
chosen a six line poem.

Exponent, January, 1958

Prayer is a rattle-trap Ford

It bumps and it falters—
Seems hardly to go;
But usage soon alters

What’s painful and slow.
And quickens the race to Our Lord.

illustrated by Dan Spillane

During his student days, Father Paul Wagner
studied Abraham Lincoln as a hobby, and correlated this hobby with his active forensic interests.
After an especially good speech on Lincoln he

was asked to submit an Exponent article — part
of which appears here.

The face of Lincoln told the story of his life.
To look upon his homely face, to study the meaning in those kindly eyes, reflecting an interior
sorrow borne out of love and not merited, to
study the lines about that mouth, which so often
formed when soothing an aching heart, or cheer-

ing a discouraged spirit, was to loye this man, who
above all others knew the human heart, especially

in affliction. His smile, proceeding from a great
warm heart won all upon whom it beamed.

It

assumed the nature of a bright blaze, the flames
of which sufficed to inspirt all with whom it came
into contact with love, courage and cher, but when

this blaze flickered and went out smothered by

another burden, it changed to a look of “ineffable
sadness, a sadness of the world’s tragedies.

Of

Stephen stoned, of Christ crucified.”

. . . But where is our Lincoln of today? Not
our sad and suffering hero, but that man, as lover
of his people, the honest and sagacious statesman,
the patriot, the regenerator of his nation, the one

who can voice and live such principles as: “With
malice toward none, with charity for all, with

firmness in the right, as God gives us to see the
right, let us strive on to finish the work we are
in, to bind up the nation’s wounds, and care for
him who shall have borne the battle, and for his
widow and his children — to do all which may

achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace

among ourselves and with all nations.”
May his like appear among us today, for not
only does our nation need a Lincoln, but the

whole world clamors to be set right with that

Paul Wagner, S.M.

power, justice and peace for which the man of

sorrows suffered and died.
Paul Wagner, S.M.
Exponent, February-March, 1925

Suminer in the Smokges
reIb!

h

Kathleen Whetro
As a student, English Professor Kathleen
,;Whetro served on the Editorial Board of the Exponent. Among her contributions was a brief

chronicle of her vacations in the Smokey Mount_.ains. One adventure is described here:
oars

—

When I first came to “the burg” in
was_a single hotel, plus a post office,
‘tered dwellings, and the Log Cabin
so named I shall never know, for there
in it).

daa

1934 there
a few scat-

Cafe (why
is not a log

Nowadays there are innumerable hotels,

lodges, camps, and eating places. To the dismay
_of many tourists, however, there are only three
places where one can buy beer; and if one’s tastes
_ lean toward the stronger beverages it is necessary

+ to drive aboutthirty-five miles to Newport, Tenn.
Of course if you can make the proper connections,

illustrated by Bill Bohne
shiners.” Despite the constant cflorts of “REVENOOERS,” the illegal making of whiskey still
continues in certain sections. (Anyone doubting
my statement is invited to view the evidence in
the form of a moving picture made at the scene of
a “still” near Crosby, Tenn.)
Filming “shiners” at work is a privilege I never
expect to have again. I happened to be in a small

group vouched for by a certain health officer who,
after working several years in the Crosby region,
had won the confidence of the ‘““moonshiner.” At

the very time he was driving us past innocentlooking store rooms and humble huts, where corn

liquor is sold to the “right” people, federal inspectors were touring the vicinity. Our two cars passed
and re-passed. When the opportunity came we
stopped at a roadside cabin, where several “look-

, you, need travel just a “whoop and holler’’ to get

outs” were lolling on the porch, and took on as a

the well-known “mountain dew.” Since the state

passenger the owner of the “still” we were to visit.

has_ local opie

After circling around a number of times to find

on the liquor queen, some

counties are .““wet” and others are “dry.” Usually

the whereabouts of the federal men, we ended up

the “dry” ones are the strongholds of “‘moon-

very near the cabin at which we had stopped.

10

from there we followed a short, but steep and tor-

The high mortality rate of “stills” cuts the profit

turous, trail to where the “batch” was being run

off into mason jars. The filled jars (eight to a

considerably, as the life of a “‘still” rarely exceeds
six months. Sooner or later the “law” discovers

gunny sack made a “‘case’’) are later transported to

the “‘still” and destroys it. If the operator does not

the wholesale and retail distributors. At eight dollars a case it would appear that the “moonshiner”
makes a tremendous profit, for his expenses are
practically nil with the exception of buying sugar.

manage to escape, he is removed from society for a
year or two.
Kathleen Whetro
Exponent, October, 1941

Student Government at the U of D
“What of the future of the Student
Council? In the months to come I believe that the council will play a greater
role than ever in the affairs of the uni-

versity. The council is essentially a
service organization and the future
offers many opportunities for it to be
of greater service to the students, the
faculty, and the administration. Ulti-

State Senator Charles W. Whalen was Student
Council president in May of 1942 when he wrote
an editorial on “Student Government at the University of Dayton.” When I asked him about the
article, he commented that its truth had not
changed in twenty years. The final paragraph
appears below.

mately, however, the success of student

government rests with the students
themselves, so it is up to the students
to co-operate with the council by voting
intelligently in elections and by taking

Senator Charles Whalen

a positive interest in all student activi-

ties. An enlightened student body will
insure an effective student council!
Sen. Whalen—then S.C. President
Exponent, May, 1942

DREAMS
As a student, Sister Mary Audrey, of the Education Department, enrolled in Brother Wherle’s
“Technics of Poetry.” The following poem was
written as an assignment for that class.

Alone with my dreams in the twilight,
Alone with my thoughts once more,

And I think of things in the future,
And of things that have gone before.
But it is not events of the future,

Nor is it events of the past
But the present, the hours I’m living,

That will have results that last.
So I’ve shut my mind from the future,
And I’ve closed my mind to the past
Sister Mary Audrey

Exponent, February, 1938

It’s only the present I’m living,

It alone yields fruit that will last.

WATCH THE
KOK kkk KS
Boy, running out under this black sky is sure
fun, thought Tommy Martin.

School work’s the

bunk.
He was only in the fifth grade, but he wished he
hadn’t even seen a text book or the insides of a
classroom. Every evening around seven-thirty he
would run into the near-by woods under the huge
sky. Orion and TVarus and the Seven Sisters shown
brightly now, during the winter months. He didn’t
know their names, but he liked to see them, so

high in the sky
“Hey, Tommy,” spoke a soft voice from the
dark woods. “Tommy Martin jerked to a quick
a”

stop.
“Who's
who’s calling me?” his voice
quivered as he looked around in the darkness, trying to see who had spoken to him.

The brush around
a side trail rustled a bit as
a tall figure moved toward the main path.
calling you,” said that same voice.

“I’m

“Who are you? I don’t think I know you.”

The figure was now next to Tommy on the
path. The moon coated him with her quicksilver.
‘No, you don’t know me, but I know you. You

come running out here every night, don’t you?”
“Yes. But, who are you?” The young boy’s
voice was now inquisitive.
“I’m Mr. Siderem. I live in your village. You
boys usually don’t notice grown-ups unless they
happen to be your relatives. Tommy, tell me,
why do you come out here?’
“Oh, I don’t know,” he paused but a moment.
“Well, I like the stars and the cold air and the

night. The stars are so big and bright—way up
there. I’d like to fly up there and look at them
real close.”
“You know, Tommy, so would I.”

“Gee!” They both stood and looked up at the
stars—everything around them seemed to be silent.
About a minute later Tommy broke the silence,
“Sorry to leave you, Mr. Siderem, but I have to
go home now, or else Mom’ll be out here after
me. Will you be back here again tomorrow?”

“Yes. I come out often—just like you.”
“See you then,” shouted Tommy as he darted
toward his house—a rabbit couldn’t have made the
run quicker.

He turned toward the woods as he

opened the front door; he looked a moment and

went inside. The door banged to announce his
arrival.
“Mom, I’m home.”
“So I hear, Tommy.
your arithmetic.”

Now sit down and do

“Do you know what, Mom?. . . know what?”
‘Tommy, I heard you the first time. No, what?”
“Tonight, I met a man out in the woods who

likes the stars just like me. He said that he’d like
‘

Cd
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illustrated by Jim Conley

to fly right up to them.”
“Tommy, will you sit down and do your home-

BRO. VALENTINE HABJAN, S. M.

work and quit talking nonsense.”

and knee

“But Mom, honest. His name is Mr. Siderem.”

“Thomas Martin, do your arithmetic and stop
telling those fairy tales.”
Tommy did his homework, but all the while he

wondered about Mr. Siderem. Who was he? Mom
didn’t know him, and she knew almost everybody
in town. He went to bed soon after he had finished his arithmetic, but before he had settled in

bed, he gave a final, approving look at the stars.
School hours lasted longer than usual the next
day. All Tommy could think of was Mr. Siderem.

off of them.” >:

my ‘)

“Gee, Mr. Siderem, would you take me withAbu
on your job someday?”
tf)

“Well, I’d like to.”

“Oh, Mr. Siderem, would you?

SS

You know, I

wish I had a ladder that I could prop right up.
in the sky, and then I could climb up and see
them close-up for myself.”
heart some day you'll. have that ladder,
ra Oy
“I hope so.’
“Tommy, Tommy, hens.are
< yout”

re

Finally, the big black bell on the classroom wall

“That’s myMom. Right here, Mom. Wait att:

clanged out; the doors were open, and the children

I introduce her to you.’
“Tommy, do you know shat time it on Ie’5
past nine o'clock and you haven’t even started.
your homework.”
“But Mom,” pleaded the young stargazer, “p ve:

were fast on their way home. After supper, ate by
gulps, Tommy rushed to the woods to meet his
new found friend.
“Mr. Siderem, Mr. Siderem, are you here?”
“Why yes, Tommy. Didn’t you believe me last
night?”
“I don’t know .. . Say, you know, my Mom

doesn’t think you’re really a man; she thinks
you’re some sort of fairy tale.”
“Do you think I’m real?”
“I’ve been wondering.

I hope you are; I’ve

never had a friend like you before.”
“If I’m not real, like your Mom says, then why
are-you talking to-me?”
“T never thought of that—you must be real.
That’s great!”

The two of them stood and looked at the stars,
shining candle flames of heaven. It might have
been two or twenty minutes; they didn’t know.
“Boy!” said Tommy, “they sure are bright tonight,
Mr. Siderem.”
“Why thank you, Tommy, for noticing. I polished them especially for you.”
“What?”
“Yes, you see it’s my job to keep all the dust

KATHRYN

been here with Mr. Siderem watching the stars..
Can't I please stay. He said he’d take me with
him. He polishes the stars.”
‘Polishes the stars! Where is that Mr. Siderem—

I don’t see any Siderem.”
“But, he’s right here.”
“Don’t bother, Tommy, said the soft voice.

“Stop playing make believe—at your age. You've
got to come home and do your homework. Now
come on. . > Hm.*Stars!’’
Tommy went home, and though he returned to

the woods every night for many years, he never.
again saw Mr. Siderem. When he got older, he
went around his village town, Pubes Township,
in search for Mr. Siderem; but people just stared
at him when he told them about Mr. Siderem.
I once met Mr. Siderem, too. That was a long
time ago—but I never forgot him. Even now I
watch the stars; perhaps, some day I'll see him...

fly across the sky as he goes about polishing the

stars.

The night’s black silk curtain slowly descends
|
and the loneliness afore obscured by the whiteness of the day
creeps deep within my soul.

Ah, black night, hand in hand with your nostalgic friend,
I shall wisk you from within me,
Paul F. Buzzi

for she glows with the warmth and Sic ecres of the sun.
And each thought of her brings day anew to my spirit.
13°

\HERITAGe/
Lee walked slowly down the stairs.

He was

looking forward to seeing her, but not to the
difficult conversation which would inevitably follow, and which he knew that he could make no

easier for her. He didn’t expect her to understand

it all, just to accept it. His closest friends didn’t

understand. Not even Ross understood.

He grinned in silent amusement. They had
talked until three A.M. last night . . . they had
always talked late into the early mornings, that
was frat house tradition. Last night’s talk had
been no exception to any of the others. He had
become more reticent, more unassailable, verbally,
than ever and Ross had become that much more
vociferous, slamming his fists on the table until
the glasses and bottles tinkled.
“You're a damn fool, Lee.”

“You've already said that.”
“I know, and I'll say it again, you’re . . . ”

“Repetition is needless, Ross, and so are your
arguments. I’ve made up my mind, and I’m not

retreating into some cosy compromise now.”

“You mean you're facing H. J. Htanton and the
Hudson Bay Company and telling them to float
down their own river, that you’d rather sink at

State as a history prof?”
ies
“Then you’d better pour us both a drink . . .”
Telling his father was not the problem, telling
his mother had been, and still would be. He had
written her before, but writing had never been

his forte. This morning was to be the dialogue
portion of the argument over his career.

She was sitting on the crescent-shaped couch,

or no.”
Her intent face mirrored confused disbelief and
awkward realization.
“In other words, you choose to relinquish your
. .. ” her mind groped for the proper word. . .
“heritage.”

“If you call a junior partnership in the company my heritage, yes, I do.”
“I don’t believe it.”
“Yes you do, or you couldn’t be so concerned
as you are now.”

She fixed her eyes on the balled-up cat in her
lap.
“Of course. And you’ve carefully considered all

the needless misery which this decision of yours
will cause every one of us? And you're fully aware
of the possibility, I might even say probability, of
being disinterited?”
The accelerated tempo of her words evidenced

a losing battle for self-control. Lee said nothing.
It was better not to say anything when she was
like this. So he sat facing her torrent of words
without distinguishing any particular word in it.
He had expected to become very angry at least,

but that wasn’t what was happening. The only
thing that he could feel now was something akin
to pity for this woman who could understand only
one thing . . . ambition for upward vertical mobility.
You live in a rich little world of social display
. . - his mental address accused her . . . and now
you can’t bear it because you can’t shove your son
into a glass display case marked Exhibit A, Obedient Son, packaged by H. J. Stanton and the
Hudson Bay Company. You can’t bear it because
you can’t boast over your noisy bridge tables and
write poor relatives and rich acquaintances about
your son and his executive ability. And you can’t

paging through a book with one hand, and stroking a fat Persian with the other. Lee noticed that

understand it because to you the pursuit of excellence ends with a paragraph in the Social Register.
Her impassioned recital of a philosophy of social

although her hennaed hair was as bright as ever,

responsibility sounded in his ears like the crash of

her skin seemed stretched taut across the too

falling beams. He wondered how much more of

prominent bones of her face.
“Lee, it’s you. Kiss me good morning.” Her
voice was brisk and high pitched, and her hands
trembled as they touched his face.

it he would have to take.
Then, unreasonably, she ordered . . . “Go away,
Lee. Please go away now.”
Saying nothing, he walked to the door, but

Both attempted a few conversational trivialities

. unsuccessfully, then uneasily she began.
“I’m not goin to say, What do you mean by this

nonsense you've written me, but you must know

that’s what I think.”
“It means what it said, mother, that I’m going

to State to teach history, Hudson Bay Company
14

turned just as he was about to leave. Her hands

had brought a flutter of white lace material to
her eyes. Lee could have gone back, but he didn’t.

He still had to tell H.J.

maryxmattingly

Love Poem to Someone

A mighty storm holds in its hand
The power to sweep o’er the land,
And thus the fury of its power
Fore dark and bode much fear this hour.

And man and beast shall shivering see
The storm in fearsome majesty,
And quiver hide ‘neath branch or stone
To cry to God they are alone,

Alone with fury, power might,
Alone in torment broken night,
Alone ‘neath spirits keening hell’s

Dark angelus on tree bough bells,
Alone ‘neath spirit’s clawing grasp,

The swift run clouds they wish to clasp,
Clasp close unto their breast’s torment

And failing raise a damned lament.
Then stops the wind and banshee song.

Rift op’t the clouds go far and long,
From royal purple sailing low,
To pink in evening’s gentle glow.
And from the trees, in muted pace,

Drip now the tears that washed earth’s face.
And fresh and clean and soft the air,
So man and beast joy being there.

illustrated by Patricia Rosso

Beneath a gentle shading sky,
Pink below and blue on high,

They settle down by river’s ford
And raise their voices to the Lord,

And pray they there in thanks and blessing,
Grateful for his gracious giving
Of a world of peace and gentleness at hand,
And pass across to inherit them the land.

So does my love at first become a storm,
And with such passion does it form,

To shake my heart, to drive my soul,
Like wind droved wind, to seek its goal.
And when the wind, its fury spent,
A gentle breeze its recompent
To soothe the earth and passion kindle

Of gentle kind and stormy dwindle.
So thus my love, my soul, my all,

To you dear self like beacon call,
Does move across the river deep,

The land of time and love to keep.
And when the day at last is over,
Sunset scarlet on fields of clover,

O’kane

Our lives together we shall have led.
I pray no way shall be the ’sted.

Requiem for BP’s
An era has come to an end.

Brother Paul’s, long the Mecca of hungry students, has served
its last cup of coffee, shooed the last student out its swing door
and, with a bow to progress, slipped into non-being.
Generations of college students have stood or sat within the

weathered walls, sipping “Cokes”, talking, or studying. The joint
has been lampooned in prose and verse, but it maintains a very
special place in the heritage that is the tradition of University life.
Where in the Hanger will we find the ivy-hanging tradition
that Brother Paul’s offered? Where will we find the summer
breezes, the autumn snap, the winter steam, that made Brother
Paul’s what it was? Where will we ever find the dilute cokes,

the impossible sandwiches — and the unmatchable atmosphere?
Progress is inevitable. The King is dead! Long live the King!
An era has ended “not with a bang, but with a whimper” — for
we will miss BP’s.

THE -ABL /R.
FE
3. Killian
I passed through the cafeteria line. I began to look for a place

to sit down. There wasa space at the first table, but the four boys
sitting there were talking about football. The table smelled like a

gymnasium.

The next table had a seat available, but the other places were

occupied by girls who were discussing the sweatsocks boys at the
first table.
The people at the next table had long hair. But they wore pants,

so I figured they were boys. They were talking about cars. It was
mostly obscene. How do cars get obscene?
There were several empty chairs at the next table, but the peo-

ple sitting there were not talking, just staring at their food and

eating mechanically. I decided not to eat there either.

So I moved on.
But there were no more tables.
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YOU MAY NOT ENTER,

Caro! Doolan
You may not enter, Love,

the inner chambers of my heart

To bring disorder and confusion there.
Weshall sit outside, my dear,

}

and lightly talk of this and that,
But do not pause; your silence says too: much.
The wind grows cold, so cold;
come closer, but take care!

I fear the fire of your touch.
You must not enter, Love,

to leave your ugly marks and scars,

But you may hold my glovéd hand—(how chill the
sun! )

Will you wait outside, my dear?
I must go in to warm myself—

There’s room for only one.
You did not stay—the trackless snow

piles deep before my door,
And I am left with heart still undisturbed
design: Al Lochtefeld

and bare.

{t was quiet. The attendants were silently effcient. To the woman’s staring eyes the lights
seemed to blaze with searing whiteness.
Quietly the woman was led through a small
maze of rooms, down a long hall to a small room
at the end.
With each

step

terror mounted.

How,

T

she

Ea

prayed, could she accept this verdict? Her heart
was pounding; breathing became a labor; would
she collapse before the final act?
At the door of the room — the last room — she
paused in silent horror. There it was! The chair
— the chair they expected her to sit in! Wildly,
here eyes told her of the straps for the arms and
feet. The hinges in her knees felt rusty. The
hot white light that seemed to reveal her to herself
beat down upon her.

faa

G

Insistently, relentlessly, she was pushed down

into the chair. Quick, busy, impersonal, hands
worked getting her settled.
With shame she realized tears were pouring
down her face. Did they tell you last-minute remorse was no good? Why didn’t they teach you
more when you were young? If she could only
have realized in time, there were many things she
could have done differently. Some of these might
have kept her frem-this-chair.As though from a distance the faces around her

floated into her fixed gaze and out again. The
pounding in her ears made the voices seem a long
way off.

It wouldn’t be long now —it couldn’t be long
— she would die!
“Don’t move,”
held as she was?

’

1

“Now! This is it! There was elation, triumph
in the voice. Opening her closely guarded eyes,
the woman regarded the tooth and the tiny sliver

of root the dentist had just chiseled out of her
the voice said. How could she,

gum and sighed. Next time she would go to the
dentist sooner.

I am the white-capped waves of the sea

Breaking against gray, barren cliffs of the Northern Shore
I am the rippling mountain stream
Pushing my way across craggy, torturous rock
I am the rays of the sun

AND IT WAS SAID

Giving existence and growth—creation—to the earth
I am the wind from the China Sea

Sweeping across wheat fields of the Middle Plain
I am motion and energy
No man may conquer
I am limitless
Man is not.
18

Patricia Mullins

i stood on a mountain
not quite here

And Christ Wept Over Jerusalem

but not really there
not at the top
nor near the bottom
i saw from the mountain
clearly at times
obscure at others
close at hand and yet
or far away
it was morning

yet new-born of night
with message of noon-sun heat
still sleepy in late dawn

flexing with the vigor of coming day
and it was shown to me
PEOPLE
red PEOPLe
black PEOPle
white PEOple
yellow PEople
tan People
PEople in cities
PEOple in villages
PEOPIe in barrios
PEOPLe in towns
PEOPLE in karaals

i saw
jungle fighting in laos
mushroom clouds in the soviet arctic
shaken deserts in america
a city divided
tortured-dead people in a burning congo
CAsTrO RAVINGat the americas
the americas raving at castro
people HATING
and FIGHTING
and KILLING
no love just HATE
no help just HURT
nothing but HATE
FEAR
ANGER
DEATH
and
i wondered if Christ
on his mountain

saw of the same and so wept
and

will the world end thus
no stone shall remain on any other

quo vadis homo?

illustrated by George Villani

burning busses in alabama

O’kane
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illustrated by Al Lochtefeld

John Euyler was not the kind of
person you remembered, but simply one
that you knew. Even death could not
reduce him to a particle of memory
mesmerized in some mental existence.
He had been too tenaciously alive for

leaves just before the auction.

Assertive, proud, kind, authoritative,
a second-generation heir of Prussia’s
blood and iron matrix, he was always

the “father at the head of the table” in
the best German patriarchal tradition.

that.

Even in his “oldest” age, he had some-

Perhaps there had been a Prussianproud John Euyler the younger . . . who

how never reached the mellowing stage,

married a quiet country schoolteacher
;
had nine children; worked on the railroad; campaigned for city treasurer;

the branch of life. Instead, as his skin

and sold bricks . . . but for me there was
only a John Euyler the elder . . . the old
man grown old, then funeral cold, in
the same small-town Midwest where he
had grown up.
The old man was a gently bent-over
five foot three, with a circumference not

too disproportionate to height. Actually,
he looked somewhat like those Santa
Clauses on the old coca-cola posters,
with their “twinkling” eyes and hair
which receded back past the mid-head
mark. But in place of their cottoncurled beards, he had yellowish muttonchop whiskers with the strength of any
brush on Fuller’s production line. Usually, he wore gray pants with suspenders that crossed in back and a blue

the vegetative prelude to dropping off
became more leathery and lined, the
core of his being contracted as if tightening its hold on the essence of life. For
him, it wasn’t a conscious process, but
only natural.
He was strong; though later, of
course, his will was the strongest thing

about him. He would pusha rickety old
lawn mover over so many feet of stickstubbled grass in ninety degree afternoon heat, then, when finished, would
sit panting on the old green porch and
rock while his daughters scolded him.
One summer a crew of men were re-

constructing the road in front of his
house. He would sit and watch, till their

methods upset him so that he had to
get up and leave. But before he did, he
waddled out to the chief engineer and

He always

opened a conversation with a less-thanpolite ““‘What the hell are you trying to

carried a notched hickory cane, which
he would use with a fluorish, especially
on obstacles like sunning cats (it had a
rubber tip, though), and then he’d put
on a wheat-colored straw hat, probably
to strain the summer heat before it

do?”
His days consisted chiefly of going
up-town to sit in the park and share
tobacco and talk with the other old men.
But they have merged into a blurred
landscape of a gray old tribe with

reached his bald scalp.
But the essential to him was always

gnarled hands and buzzard eyes, while
he has not. John Euyler was a “railroad

his pipe and/or cigars . . . White Owl,
mostly. I never saw him without one
or the other . . . either in his pocket or

man” and I have always placed him on

shirt that never matched.

his mouth, and even if it were in the

former, it would inevitably reach the
latter. On cold summer days he would
carefully put his tobacco in the oven to
“warm it,’’ and the whole kitchen would
smell like a barn full of drying tobacco

a station platform, a fat little old man,

standing as close as humanly possible
to the grinding wheels, watching the
trains as they left him far behind.

Ms
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~SCHARNHORST Con’t from page 5
tight knit group of men who lived, and fought,

That night the SCHARNHORST and
GNEISENAU anchored in a cramped_ harbor.
The maneuver seemed idiotic to the ships’ crew,

well together. “In the fire of the guns, the howl of

until they found out the reason. Almost the whole

the gale and the roar of the sea the foundations
of that unique and steadfast comradship which

of the Home Fleet had put to sea with the purpose

was later to manifest itself, had been laid.”

of avenging the GLORIUS. This force, powerful
enough to wipe SCHARNHORST and GNEISE-

Battleships as commerce raiders had proved
their worth. Due to their high speed of over 27

ships, four heavy cruisers, and numerous destroy-

NAU from the sea, consisted of at least four battle-

knots, and extensive range (they carried 6,000-

ers. The next morning, with the English force

tons of fuel oil) they were excellently suited to

headed home, SCHARNHORST and GNEISE-

commerce raiding, especially to the surprise raid
where they could dash in and sink shipping, then
retreat to safety quickly.
Early in June of 1940, SCHARNHORST was
sent to lend a much needed hand in the invasion
of Norway. There was a pocket of resistance of
Narvik which was receiving supplies from English
convoys. SCHARNHORST’s job was to disrupt
these convoys, thereby helping to starve the resist-

NAU headed for Keil.
“The victorious battle, the perilous return with

a disabled ship, as well as the successful repulsion
of many air attacks could not but deepen their
(the crew’s) belief that the SCHARNHORST
bore a charmed life.”
Toward the end of 1940, and the beginning of
1941, the German High Command began to pay

more attention to the Atlantic as a battle ground.

ance into surrender.
,,On June 8, SCHARNHORST made contact
with the H.M.S. GLORIUS, an aircraft carrier

decided that SCHARNHORST and GNEISE-

escorted by two destroyers.

operations.

SCHARNHORST

Now that bases in France were available, it was

NAU should be moved to Brest, France, for future
On 22 January, 1941, the two ships

and GNEISENAU closed to 28,000 yards, then

left Keil, and on 4 February reached the Atlantic.

opened fire. The first salvos of 750-pound projectiles crashed into the flight deck and hanger spaces

In two days of commerce raiding (the ships were
forbidden to attack convoys with heavy escorts)

of the GLORIUS. The GLORIUS tried valiantly

the two ships had sent sixteen ships, totaling 75,
000-tons, to the bottom of the Atlantic. During
this time, the gun crews of the SCHARNHORST

to launch her aircraft, but to no avail. The two
destroyers, “Ardent” and “Acosta,” laid a smoke

screen in an attempt to conceal GLORIUS. These
two valiant little craft kep the huge battle cruisers

at bay for two hours by attacking with torpedoes.
At

6:39

P.M.,

a

torpedo struck SCHARN-

HORST beneath her 11-inch turret aft, damaging

the turret and two engines. By this time one of
the destroyers had been sunk, but the other still
carried the fight to the behemoths. At 7:00 P.M.,

became very adept at sinking ships by holing them
at the water line. It was hoped that the experience gained would be of use in future operations
which were planned with the battleship B/SMARK.
On 22 March,

1941, SCHARNHORST and

GNEISENAU reached Brest after a battle cruise
of two months. Although no convoys were sunk,

the remaining destroyer was hit by a salvo of

the appearance of these two monsters caused havoc

11-inch shells, and sank to the bottom of the sea

and disturbances among merchant shipping and
the Royal Navy, which was very advantageous
from the German standpoint.

in pieces. SCHARNHORST and GNEISENAU
proceeded

to

finish

of

the

GLORIUS,

then

headed for Trondhjem, Norway, where a repair

ship waited. Ten days of round-the-clock labor

While in Brest the two ships were subject to
massive air raids by the British, SCHARN-

during continuous air raids were required to put

HORST’s “charmed life’? held once again, she

SCHARNHORST into readiness, but by June 20,
she was sea worthy once more.

was not hit while in Brest. Once, however, while

Shortly after leaving Trondhjem Fjord a
R.A.F. reconnaissance plane spotted the German

which

in La Pallice, she was hit by 5 bombs, two of

exploded,

causing

negligible

damage.

SCHARNHORST was ready for sea at the turn

ships. For two hours the ships were subject to air

of 1942. While operating out of Brest, SCHARN-

raids during which time the SCHARNHORST

HORST and GNEISENAU combined ‘efforts to

expended the following amounts of anti-aircraft

sink 111,622 tons of Allied shipping.

ammunition: 900 rounds of 4.1/7, 1,200 rounds
of 37-MM, and 2,400 rounds of 20-MM.

Allied invasion in Norway had haunted Hitler.

As far back as December,

1941, the fear of

be disposed of, various rumors had to be started

to throw spies off the track, the Imperial Navy
even went so far as to order thousands of khaki
uniforms and sun helmets, for a proposed trip to

the South Atlantic!
The final plans for the Channel dash, officialiy
known as “Operation Ceberus,” were completed
in February, 1942.
under

the

The naval forces were to be

command

of

Vice-Admiral

Ciliax,

while the Luftwaffe support of 250 aircraft was
commanded by Colonel Galland, a brilliant young
staff officer, who obtained the aircraft in spite of

Marshal Goering’s opposition.
Departure of the Group was set for 8:00 P.M.
on the 11th of February, 1942. A British air raid

a few minutes before 8:00 postponed departure

Raider’s Chief of Staff, Vice-Adm. Fricke, stated,

for almost two hours. Fate was on the German
side this evening, for the radar set of the British
reconnaissance plane which patroled the area off
Brest went out of order. By the time the plane
was replaced, the ships had passed by unnoticed.

“The Fuehrer is thoroughly convinced that Britain and the United States intend to make every

helped the unit to escape unnoticed. This was

He felt an invasion of Norway would leave his
northern flank exposed and vulnerable.

Adm.

effort to influence the course of the war by an

attack on northern Norway.

He therefore

demands unconditional obedience

to his com-

mands and wishes concerning the defense of this

In

addition

to this malfunction, another fact

the fact that during the air raid an artificial fog
had been generated to conceal the harbor. This
fog and the air raid alert were left on all night so
the spies did not see the ships leave.

area. .. . The Fuehrer demands that every avail-

So, on the evening of 11 February, the three

able vessel be employed in Norway.
By carly 1942 the Allies held control of the Atlantic Ocean. The only convoys which were left
fairly unprotected were those operating along the
Murmansk convoy route in the Artic Ocean.

ships, escorted by destroyers and escort boats left

Furthemore, to risk loss of the battle cruisers in

the North Atlantic was unthinkable. The big
question was how to get the ships out of Brest
and up to Norway. Hitler likened the situation to
that of a cancer patient who is doomed unless he
submits to an operation.

An operation, on the

Brest, and at full speed, began their dash up the

Channel. The unit was sighted shortly before 1]

A.M.
Boat
taken
“The

of the 12th by a British Motor Torpedo
(MTB). The report of the sighting was
very lightly by the Admiralty, which said,
Germans? If they come, it'll be at dead of

night, not at noon!” The German radar jamming
apparatus had been confusing English radar sets
during the night, and the whole of England was
expecting a massive Luftwaffe raid at any mo-

other hand, even though it may have to be drastic,

ment. Due to this delay in the sighting report, the

will at least offer some hope that the patient’s life

Imagine the secrecy involved in moving the
SCHARNHORST, GNEISENAU and PRINZ

first attack by MTB’s was not delivered until
12:30 that afternoon; at 12:45 English naval torpedo planes attacked, led by Captain Esmonde,
the man who scored the decisive hits which put
the BISMARK out of commission. All six aircraft
were shot down by the Luftwaffe escort.
The next attack was launched by MTB’s, bomb-

EUGEN, all large cruisers, out from under the

ers, and destroyers. A three hour running battle

noses of the British Home Fleet and the RAF!

ensued, during which the GNEISENAU and

Yet, this Herculean task was to be completed in
less than one month. Allied mines as far north as

PRINZ EUGEN evaded torpedo hits only by

the Bay of Helgoland in the Netherlands had to

Continued on page 36

may yet be saved. The passage of our ships
through the Channel is such an operation. It must
therefore be attempted .. .” Thus, the decision
was made.

“TT DOESN’T MAKE SENSE, JAKE. First you say this
Ferguson is the best damn horseman and breeder in this part of the country,
then you tell me his prize stud is windbroke. It doesn’t jibe. Why would a
person do that to his prize animal?”
“Bill, I can’t give you pat answers to each question. But that’s a good

stud. He broke speed records that have yet to be equalled on any track in
this or any other country.”

“But those record’s aren’t and can never be recognized.”
“Not officially, but horsmen recognize them.”

“But why that far? It’s not a good horseman that’d ruin a horse to set a
record.”
illustrated by George Villani
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It began on a late fall night. A thick wet snow
was falling on the high range country and promising an advance of the killing Arctic air of full
winter. ‘The mare, heavy with foal, fought the
blinding, clinging snow to a place by a pole fence,
then sent a pleading cry toward the clustered
buildings a half mile away. Within the house an
old, spry man heard the cry and called to his son,
then left the house and fought his way to where
the mare stood.
Less than an hour later a small red foal was
nudging his mother’s udder for the warmth of the
milk ready to see that the life given was continued.
The old man and his son went wearily to the
house and the colder snow continued to fall. That
night the old man, after consulting his Bible,

recorded in his record book, Strife, out of Mag-

his horses.

When the small town of Brady had

been settled about four miles from his ranch, his

wife had been dead for ten years. Then the railroad passed twenty miles to the north and the
town of Aspen on the right-of-way had grown to
overshadow Brady.
It was in Aspen that he met his second wife.
She was younger than he, but also past the spring
of life. This marriage had brought one son, John,
named for John the Baptist, and inheritor of a

similar wilderness.
John Fergueson, no reed to be shaken by a
wind, even the howling northers, shared his

father’s deep love for horses but not his father’s
policy of naming them. He married a girl from
Brady two years after his father’s death.
The following winter was a killer. And again

dellan, by Joshua.

the rains didn’t come.

Several years later a drought in the spring severely affected the growth of the needed grass.

nights turning cold and the threat of snow in the

And in the fall, with the

air, the horses were not in condition to spend a

It was a year of hardship for the horses and the

range winter without additional feed at the barn.

people who lived by them. During this year the
old man wrote in his book, Famine, out of Deb-

Then the first snow of winter struck, hard and

orah, by Joshua. ‘The next year the old man died
and his son inherited the work of his father’s
lifetime.

Young John Fergueson had been born late in
the winter of his father’s life. The elder Fergue-

brutal. The horses came to the barn for warmth
and ready food. Both were there and_ ready.
Inside the house, John sat at his father’s old desk

and stared at the mounting bills. Horses weren't

son, armed with an idea, an obsession, and a small

selling now as they had in his father’s day. People
in the East no longer believed that Matthew Fergueson’s mountain ranch could breed a_ better

inheritance, had come to this high mountain

horse than their carefully laid out, white fenced,

country as a young man. He wanted to raise horses

pastures. One horse, one good horse could again
establish the ranch, but the last great horse had
been Joshua and his get hadn’t produced any
outstanding horses. Faced with the possibility of
losing all his father had built, John Fergueson
hardly heard the sound of the black stallion Famine
bringing the herd down from the high range to
the safety of the barn and corrals.
But he did hear something. He wasn’t sure
what, but he went out to check. It definitely was
the sound of a horse above and different than

and was of the firm belief that the very nature of
the country would further the horse he would

breed. The high mountains with their deep grass
mountain

meadows and rugged ascents would

develop a breed of horses that would have more
stamina, bottom he called it, than the same breed
of horses being raised in the east.
He had come alone and found the land, then he
had returned to the east for a wife and the necessary stock. When he was well on his way to devel-

oping the type of horse he wanted his wife died,

those in the corral.

childless.

For years he and his hand had lived

He saw the red mare, Strife,

When he first came to the mountain country,

heavy with a late foal, trying to force her way
into the house yard where she would have the
shelter of trees, for she was about to give birth.

his ranch was the only one in the area. In fact
his was the only sign of civilization within a vast-

a stall. ‘The hand, Bob, who lived in rooms built

ness of wilderness. Alone as he and his wife had

into the barn, was there to assist him.

alone with only the horses for company.

been, they had developed a deep attachment to

Grabbing her head he got her into the barn and

The foal was large and the mare had difficulty

their Bible and once a year made the long journey

in the delivery.

to the nearest town to attend regular services.

barren. She was too old to be bearing a colt
and died shortly after delivery. The colt came to

And from the Bible he had found the names for
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She was old and thought to be

his feet fighting. He wanted milk and there was
none to give. John went to the house and had
his wife prepare a bottle and Bob put the colt

any further than just behind the last horses in the

into the heated stall they had prepared for such
an occurrence. When they attempted to feed the

were, wild range broncs, but they had the bottom
bred out of them and were no longer worth con-

foal he kept fighting, but after he ate he slept.
Later that night John sat at the desk thinking.

sideration.

A white foal, not an albino, for the eyes weren't

It was late summer. Patty Fergueson, heavy
with the first child of her marriage to John, moved

pink and the muzzle was black, but the colt was
white. He had to be one of Famine’s colts. He
couldn’t understand it. But it added to the weight
that rode his shoulders. This surely wasn’t the
horse that would re-establish the name of the
Furgueson horses. He picked up his father’s worn
Bible and opened to the Apocalypse.
And I saw that the lamb had opened the first
of the seven seals, and I heard one of the four
living creatures saying, as with a voice of thunder,
“Come!” And I saw, and behold, a white horse ...

He read again. The first of the four horsemen,
speaking from out of darkness with a voice of
thunder. And he took the notebook and entered,

War, out of Strife, by Famine, born in the year
of Pestilence. And a tradition was preserved.

A year later, when this entry was recorded in
just this-manner in the state stud book, the colt
was raising a fuss at being held back in one of
the corrals while the herd was released to the
summer range.
He grew, did this white colt, until at two he

was the most powerful horse on the ranch, powerful and headstrong. To him there was no god but
himself. He in no way recognized the authority
of Famine, the range stud and John foresaw
trouble.

The colt was also difficult to hold, he

could escape the highest corrals and was addicted
to roaming.

race. The word went out that not only were the

Fergueson horses just like people had said they
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slowly as she prepared dinner.
“Honey,” John called from the room, where he

was working on his books.
“ees
“How do you feel?”
ceme.-

“This heat bothering you?’ He came into the
kitchen.

“It is awful close.”
“We're going to get one hell of a thunderstorm.
The clouds are building up behind Mount Arat.”
She came to stand beside him at the door, slid
her arm around his waist and rested her head on
his shoulder. “They're beautiful, aren’t they?
Looming like they do, ready to spring down, boiling, and the colors, the deep, rich purples against

the blue sky.”

He kissed her hot forehead lightly. “Yes, they
are beautiful and so are you.”
“Vl be glad when he’s born,” she sighed, turn-

ing back to the stove.
“lf its ahem:
“Our first will be a son, | know it.”

“How soon?”
“Silly,” she chided, “the doctor said not for

another month.”

“Well . . . Besides, what have I got to offer
him. Famine gets one good colt, or one that looks

Then the breaking came and it was a question

good and he’s a failure. Now Famine’s getting

of who won, for while War allowed humans on

too old to range and we've got no stud of any

his back, he more often than not refused to obey
them. However John now believed he here had
the horse for which he had been waiting. Strong,

Fergueson to the eyes of horse breeders across the

worth. Ohh, I’m glad Dad isn’t here to see what
his dream’s come to.”
“Honey you, well you gotta stop worrying so
much. Worrying doesn’t fix things. Besides, you
are selling horses.”’
“Yeah. Selling horses cheap to rodeos and fairs

country.

and circuses and people who want an extra horse

intelligent-looking and fast as the wind that
heralded his birth, War could bring the name of

But in competition as a hunter, War refused to

to put to work. It'd break Dad’s heart. Well, I

run. Well, he ran, but at his own speed and
when the jockey tried to whip more speed from

guess the people are right, we've bred the bottom
out of our horses and they aren’t worth a damn

him the jockey found himself spinning through

as racers. And the proof’s out there in the barn,

space. On these occasions War would continue
on around the course, riderless, never advancing

eating his white head off.”
“You can’t blame War.

He couldn’t do what
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he didn’t have.”
““T guess you’re right, except I think he did and
does have it. Well, he’s going to have to replace
Famine whenI retire him from stud.”

~“*May as well eat.”
“OK honey.”
The storm broke in full fury at about sundown,
shortly after Patty had gone up to the bedroom

to lie down. She was feeling worse than she said,
but didn’t want to bother John. ‘The storm had
been raging for about eae minutes when she
called to John.
“John, John, I
something’s wrong.”

John call Doc Stant,
””

“Call the Aspen hospital, maybe one of the
doctors could come.”
“Lines are down. How’d you get here?”
“Rode the white.”
aeet ee
“Tell the doc to go right out when he comes
come in time. She’s gotta have a doctor.”

“I think so, hurry.”
““But ... next month’. . .
“I know. Are you calling?”

The doctors wife started to say something, but
John was out the door and on his horse. She
watched through the window, her vision partly

“Damn, the lines are down. I’m going to drive

ca¥ wasn’t starting.* He opened the door and

bey the house, then iae

obscured by the driving rain, and saw him wheel

the horse and head out of town toward the old

ae go there?”

“No, I don’t think’ so.’
“Tlget Bob to come in ‘and stay with you. Oh
damn, he’s gone to Aspen for feed. Honey...”
““T'll be alright till: you get back, but fini.”
“He ran ‘from ‘thé ‘house and jumped in the
station w— He’ pressed the starter and got a
low growl. “Oh please no,” he prayed. But the
started

Creek Road treating one of the Glatin children.”
“But Patty needs him now.”
“Pll send him as soon as he comes in.”
“But .
“Why don’t you... ? ””

back. I’m going to Aspen just in case he doesn’t

“What ..., is it the baby? Is it?

iii and get him. Can

doctor’s wife answered the door.
“Oh no Johnny. The doctor isn’t in. He’s up

for the

road to Aspen. Muttering a prayer for him and
his wife she went to the doctor’s desk and wrote
onhis record book.
7:10—John Fergueson came in, emergency, his

wife is having trouble with the baby. I started
to tell him to go home and wait, but he insisted
on going to Aspen on horseback for a doctor in

case Doctor Stant didn’t get back. All phone
communication in-the area is out due to storm.

She thought a minute, then added to the entry this
Ww By he’ d come. Bob, the
t
hand, had the trik and

sentence. He is riding the stallion War. Then she

except for the small utility tractor, there wasn’t

again prayed.
The storm was roaring in renewed’ fury. On
the road that led to Aspen, John Fergueson
crouched low over War’s neck and yelled to the

another piece of driveable machinery on the place.
Then a white head thrust itself over a stall’ door.
He ran to the stall and led the white stallion out
and to the door of the tack room.

As he saddled the horse he kept talking to him.
“You can run, you big son of a range bum, I’ve
seen you run alone when you were young. Well
now you're going to run like you were bred to

because my wife and son are depending on it. And
if you don’t run, I’m going to shoot you.’’ And

so saying he led the saddled horse to the barn
door, mounted him and rode him out into the

night rain.
“Brady was four miles away and he turned the

big stallion. ae you, run! Come on you
big . . . run.” And then War was running. He
began to run with a start that almost unseated

John. He didn’t break stride, he was in a full
gallop, but he seemed to reach out and take a
stride twice as long as before. And each stride
seemed to be longer. John wrapped his hands in
the stallion’s mane and clung tight. The horse
was running like the very storm itself. He was
stretched out and running so fast his feet seemed

not to hit the ground. Even in his distraught state

horse and ran him parallel to the road. The big
white stallion opened up and ran. That he ran as
he ‘should have—no he didn’t—but he ran fast

of mind, John Fergueson realized that here was

cnough and within fifteen minutes of the time

twenty miles to Aspen, a suicide run for a horse at

the horse he had been waiting for, the horse that
his father had dreamed of years ago. But it was

Patty had called down to John, he was dismount:
ing in front of the doctors house in Brady. The
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OHIO CAVERNS

Vivid colored walls and striking formations of stalactites and stalagmite;
of pure white and varicolored crystal best describe this magical work of
nature on State 275 between U.S. 68 and U.S. 33 in West Liberty. At the
time of discovery in 1897 only a small portion of its grandeur was revealed.

The diversity of formation and unexcelled coloring are all the more interesting because the formations are still in the process of development.

Today, the magnificence of diamond-like crystal formations—captivating
colors beyond description—combine with unlimited shapes of formations
to bring before you a thrilling spectacle. A paradise for the discrim‘nat-

ing photographer and cave-man.

CRYSTAL KING

PALACE OF GODS

JEWEL ROOM

photographs by Herb Fox

SERPENT MOUND:

Location is 4 miles NW on State 73 in Locust

Grove. This Indian Burial Mound is an effigy of a serpent and the finest
mound of its type in existence. Built of earth, it occupies the crest of a ridge
paralleling Brush Creek. It is almost a quarter of a mile in length and at
places about 5 feet in height. Picnic facilities are also available.

photographs by Al Lochtefeld

FORT ANCIENT STATE MEMORIAL, Twin Burial Mounds:
What is said to be the largest and most imposing prehistoric earthworks of its kind
in the U.S. is the noted Fort Ancient in Warren County, 7 miles SE of Lebanon on
State 350. The impressive relic of those prehistoric Ohio Indians known as the Moundbuilders occupies an elevated plateau overlooking the Little Miami River Valley. Its
massive earthen walls, in places more than 20 feet in height, enclose an irregular
area of 100 acres. The distance around the Fort, following the sinuous walls, is

more than 3 miles.

ELSEWHERE IN SOUTHERN OHIO: Among many other places of
interest in southern Ohio which are as a whole too numerous to mention or
pictorially describe are: HOCKING HILLS STATE PARK in Hocking State Forest
via State 664 and U.S. 33. Here is an area of exotic beauty that will lead you to
imagine you are nowhere near the state of Ohio. For that lazy Sunday afternoon

recreation try INDIAN STATE PARK just 15 miles from Bellefontaine on U.S. 33
and State 69. This resort area consists of a 5,800 acre lake and provides al summer amusements with fishing, boating, picknicking and swimming. Oralittle farther away is COWAN STATE PARK with a 700 acre lake SW of Wilmington off
State 350 with supervised swimming, fishing, boat rental (sailboating a specialty),
and picnicking with catered refreshments.
Lest we forget those of you who would rather ‘stay-at-home, play-at-home,’
there is much in DAYTON to give a whirl. How about CARILLON PARK with its
61 acres of beautiful landscape and many displays including the Deeds Carillon.
Or try the ART MUSEUM with its Italian and Gothic cloisters and chapels and
Italian Renaissance Cloister. For the nature lover there's the MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY with its multitude of exhibits and planetarium shows. And last but
not least, that which should head everyone's travel list is the nationally known
U.S. AIR FORCE MUSEUM at W-P Field in Fairborn. Its 20,090 items of exhibit
both inside and outside will guarontee a touring time of no less than two days.
There it is, TRAVEL, in and around the Dayton area. Au revoir, have fun, and

we'll see you next year, some.

photo: Al Lochtefeld

photo: Herb Fox

WATER STILL CREEK AND FALLS,
Tipp City:

JOHN BRYAN STATE PARK: 751 acres of enchantment |
and frolic that lies 2 miles east of U.S. 68 from Yellow Springs, then
south of State 343. The valley of the Little Miami River is a scenic part

of this forestry, botonic and wildlife reserve. The old Cincinnati-Pittsburgh stage road, nowafoot trail, winds for 2 miles along the Little
Miami River. Excellent facilities are provided for picnicking, fishing,
camping and also photography, but models are not furnished by the
park and thusa slight expense to the photographer but a luxurious one
at that, as one can see.
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photographs by Jim Wildenhaus

FORT RECOVERY, Original Log Cabin: This site was one of a chain of forts erected by American troops in the Indian campaigns in post-Revolutionary days. The site of this fort is in Mercer County on State
49, near the Indiana line. It was at this place that Gen. Arthur St. Clair was defeated by the Indians in 1791.
Two years later, Gen. ‘Mad Anthony” Wayne reoccupied the site, constructed the Fort, and pushed on northward to Fallen Timbers, where he routed the federated Indian warriors. Here may be seen two blockhouses
with connected stockade wall.

GREENVILLE STATE MEMORIAL, bridge across
Greenville Creek:

The Fort was built in 1793 by Gen. Anthony

Wayne. Here was signed a treaty by which the Indians ceded to the United

States all land south of the Greenville Treaty Line and east of the Tuscarawas and Cuyahoga Rivers. The council fire is lit annually on the ALTAR
OF PEACE from June 16 to Treaty Day, August 3, in remembrance of this
historical event.

In Praise of Aimee McPherson
I heard the geese fly overhead, wild in the night.
The moon was pale and strangely cool in a night grown thick;
with thrown silver on their wings they flew, the moon
slashed through in precise waves while

Their necks were bent on plumb lines marking down.
The leader in the wedge of living down
looked around,calling...calling as if part of him
had drowned in the breaking waters—
Prometheus fell or Lucifer.
Then was born in the half-light
mid the call of the augury
Aimee...

in Ontario, the farnorth-land of virgin snow,
inaccessible peaks, glass valleys.
Honey in her mouth born
Aimee!

Deep within she felt akin to the living, flying wedge
who beat the air of dependence,
who sailed between heaven and earth;

SHE was the leader.
She knew it. She could feel it—deep!
And the depths twained hardship, the tears of tales
from Cassandra’s mouth.
It would be hard for Aimee, she knew it,
hard as it always is for those who have a message, a tent, a crusade.

Time mellowed and wound the sibyl’s thread as she and the leader in her grew.
And at a Bible service she married her tambourine partner
at the age of seventeen.
See the angels walk round the service, hand in hand with husband.
Golden children! Cherubim wings—stilled when
His mission called, the prophet pain to China,

the land of the yellow parchment men with bound feet
and incense where Aimee became alone.

Her face could be seen in the pools of Tibet!
Born with honey in her mouth
Sister Aimee.

Soon she knew the Lord must set all before all else...
before service in the golden rectangle, four-square;
Then from the olive and mocha of Jerusalem with her fingered Bible she came.
The resurrected Baptist’s message—penance, penance, penance... sin.

Scraping up into a ziggurat, an arc of more than 40 cubits
was built a Babel—Angelus Temple.
Born with honey in her mouth
Sister Aimee McPherson!
She pulled them in. Lord how she pulled them in—
“Come in Sisters, Brothers!

Save your souls from the
lipstick cupid,

clamped knickers and gin!
Come in, come in, come in to Angelus Temple!”

Big brass horns blared in the center of the service as Aimee walked,
part of the living wedge in her gown of sheer chiffon,
brushing the chairs of sinners stacked in tiers,
on tiers on tiers.

Her smile began with a prayer.
“,..a prayer...is a prayer...is Aimee!”
the tiers replied.

Touch but the hem of blue.

A booming voice of mellow bass described her form in
articulate phrases.
The heart of the leader beat.
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But there were sinners to save;

so she pounded, slapped and waved that Bible like a Judith
in the tent, a Deborah at the bench to get the girls with the
scarlet dresses to button the first, second, third and
lock their doors;

the shingle shaped wives who kept the sherry in the
cabinet to coat the drain;
the grey, pin-striped men with phone numbers to tear their list

and throw away their bottles;
the bleary-eyed hookers in the far back rows to break their needles
and call it quits.
Man from Dallas with the painted tart,
“What's a matter, Harry?”
“Shut up, Belle, there’s something going on deep
in my soul!”
“Harry. Harry, you're such a
scream.”

Harried Harry, honest Harry hears Aimee.
His grey suit—

double breasted—
with a big, flower print tie
that glowed in the dark (got it at a Chicago convention
)

Anda big leather wallet
with new green bills trembled.
Aimee called for lucre,
filthy lucre
to save her temple
her Four Square Gospel.
And Harry threw his wallet
on the plate when it came by.
Sang, “Halleluiah, Jesus,

I’ve seen the light.”

While Belle walked away with a stocking full of bills.
“Come forward,” and some came.

Unnumbered widows’ sons raised again.

oe
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Spectors from the valleys where the eagles are

to declare; while Aimee called for the band to play
rag time,
“The Happy Times” as the money flowed down the tiles of
Angelus Temple.

illustrated by Bro. Michael Morris, S.M

Aimee prayed with them. Lifted her arms to the sky and beat the
air of dependence, and slashed artificial moons in precise waves.
But still the mellow bass tingled.
And when Jordan called again and Aimee answered
like Aurora she returned. Her sun was high;

flowers announced the summer pregnancy and on the 18th of May
she walked from the sand, inside the waves
at Agua Prieta coming by without Rose or John or Steve.

And as Moses—dry shod and the pinafore fresh was.
From the mouth of honey,
“It’s my story and I’m going to stick to it” prayer.

“Next time I would become more a part of the living wedge,
if it is there I can find my happiness. I haven’t found it
in the gold edges or hammer tooled cover or in Angelus Temple.”
So she went in a plane up
and held hands and slid gold on her finger and drank champagne
and went back to Angelus Temple, Four Square.

For this I praise you Aimee, with honey in your mouth
and crepe in your Bible.
You saved many a girl from the dangers of the bob
and men from the nip after the game;
you kept hearts high ... for awhile.

What would they have without you been?

Bro. Michael
Morris, $.M.
~
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~SCHARNHORST Con’t from page 22
skillful

maneuvering.

At

3:28

P.M.,_

the

SCHARNHORST struck a mine, but the damage

difficult to defend convoys against raiders due to
the lack of air support and perpetual daylight
during the spring and summer. The Germans
were faced with the problem of short daylight

was superficial. Electric power was restored in
12 minutes, while it took only 20 to restore all
engines to the task of catching up with the other
ships. The rest of the voyage was uneventful.

hours during the winter months. The periods of

This operation, one of the most daring gambles
of the war, was helped to success by three factors.

torpedo attacks due to the inefficient radar they
carried.

daylight did not allow enough time to dispose of
the escort and sink the convoy; during the dark-

ness the battle cruisers were subject to surprise

First, the weather was poor, and visibility was very

‘The decisive offensive of the Russian army;

limited. Second, the Luftwaffe was able to match

the poor shape of German divisions and tanks
demanded a stop be put to the convoys which

British air power plane for plane.

Third, and

most important, was the element of surprise. All
attacks by the British had to be mobilized on a
few minutes notice.
The success of CEREBRUS produced a tremendous emotional shock in Britain which was
out of proportion to the technical victory gained
by the German Navy. What it meant to the Royal

Navy was that more ships would have to be kept
nearer home waters to do guard duty and convoy
escort work. The London Times wrote on February 19, “Vice-Admiral Ciliax has succeeded where

the Duke of Medina Sidonia failed . . . Nothing
more mortifying to the pride of sea power has
happened in Home Waters since the 17th Century.”
The SCHARNHORST’s home base was designated to be Kaa Fjord in Norway, which was well
within striking distance of the convoys to Russia.
This meant the British would have to provide

supplied the Russians. The Ist Battle Group
(SCHARNHORST and five destroyers) was the
only available deterrant. If it were possible to
evade British units, bypass or overpower convoy
escorts, then the risk to large German ships would

be justified.
In December, 1943, Donitz succeeded in gaining a change in the policy which kept German
ships idle in Norway. He said, on December 30,
1943, “Should there be any likelihood of a successful operation, the next Allied convoy in the
north from England to Russia will be attacked by
the SCHARNHORST and her destroyer escort.”
Thus it was that SCHARNHORST left her
Norwegian base on Christmas Eve, 1943, to attack
her final adversary.

The first announcement of presence of enemy
forces came when P.O. Godde, on watch in a gun
directory, saw splashes from what he estimated to

convoys with escorts powerful enough to deter

be 8” guns, 400-500 yards to the left of SCHARN-

attack. A surface raider is the arch enemy of convoys, and merchant shipping in general, since they

HORST. A

are difficult to track down and kill.
By late 1943 the British were well aware of

German inferiority in the Artic, and the reason

fifteen minute battle followed, during

which SCHARNHORST’s forward radar antenna
was smashed by a shell which passed through it
without exploding.

for heavy German units stationed there. The Ger-

Admiral Sir Bruce Fraser, aboard the battleship
DUKE OF YORK, reasoned that SCHARN-

mans, on the other hand, were aware of the British

HORST was trying to get to the convoy, and

superiority, but also realized the importance of

would avoid contact with British units, if possible.

convoys to the Russian offensive. More-over, they

He ordered the 10th Cruiser Squadron to remain

realized that these convoys would be heavily es-

between SCHARNHORST and the convoy. The
convoy was turned to a more northerly course in
order to draw SCHARNHORST away from the

corted and there would be little Luftwaffe sup-

port. The importance of the Murmansk convoy
route may be summed up in a few words. It was
only one-fifth as long as the route through the

coast, and allow DUKE OF YORK time to reach
battle area. Admiral Fraser expressed hope that

Mediterranian, Red Sea, and thence to Russia.

the superior English radar would allow the cruis-

For this reason the Murmansk route was of great

ers to “shadow” SCHARNHORST and get a pic-

importance to both sides. It was difficult for both

ture of her movements and intentions.

sides to obtain the desired results. For the British
the problem lay in the fact that it was extremely

his destroyers to attack the convoy from the south
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Admiral Bey, the German commander, ordered

in hopes that it would draw the cruisers away from
SCHARNHORST.

However, when SCHARN-

HORST closed in to renew the attack, she found
the English cruisers waiting for her. At 12:2]
shadows were sighted, and while the initial information

was

being

relayed

to

the

guns,

the

pounding her into submission. An order from the
DUKE OF YORK cleared all ships from the area,
and sent HMS JAMAICA into finish SCHARN-

HORST off with two salvos of torpedos.
The last moments of a gallant warrior were
described by Commander Maunsell, R.N., Tor-

SCHARNHORST was illuminated by “‘starshells,” a flare-type shell which produces brilliant
light. ‘he two triple-11’’ turrets forward opened

pedo Officer of the DUKE OF YORK, who said
her hull appeared to be a black mass of shattered

fire on the English with deadly accuracy.

structure and bridge to become red hot. Listing

‘The

H.M.S. NORFOLK suffered direct hits on her
after 8’ turret and amidships. Admiral Bey real-

metal, while fires and explosions caused her superto starboard, she sank a few minutes after the final

and ordered a return to Alta Fjord at 1:00 P.M.
It is probably that Adm. Bey ordered the retreat
because of the possibility of being cut off by the

torpedoes struck.
The next day, as the DUKE OF YORK sailed
from Murmansk to England, Admiral Fraser had
a large wreath dropped at the spot where
SCHARNHORST had gone down. With his

British force which he knew was on the way.

officers and honor guard, Admiral Fraser held a

ized he could not succeed in sinking the convoy,

Admiral Bey had no idea that the superior

salute a long time in honor of almost 1900 Ger-

English force made up of a battleship and destroyers was only 150 miles S.W. of him when he decided to run for home. The SCHARNHORST

man sailors who had gone down with the ship

was still being shadowed by the cruisers, which
were sending position reports to Adm. Fraser.

the results of engagements with the British fleet.

At 4:17 P.M., the DUKE OF YORK obtained

we know about his feelings came from the mouth
of one of his puppets: “The thing that grieves
him (i.e. the Fuehrer) is the unanswered question
of how the Admiral could.have made. .the grave

her first radar contact with the SCHARNHORST

ordered his destroyers to take the most advantageous positions for a torpedo attack. At 4:39, DUKE

they loved so much.
Hitler, by this time, had grown accustomed to
He commented very little on the sinking. What

OF YORK turned to a course which would bring
the heavy 14-inch guns to bear as the SCHARN-

error of assuming that he was confronted by heavy

HORST

crossed her bow. At 4:50, the first salvo

The Fuehrer always suspects that such happenings

of ten 14-inch shells crashed their way toward
SCHARNHORST, 12,000 yards away. H.M.S.

occur because too much thought is given to the
safety of the ships as in the case of the GRAF
SPEE.” What Hitler said contains a grain of

JAMAICA, one of the shadowing cruisers, opened

up with her twelve 6-inch guns. At 4:55, a 14-inch
shell struck the SCHARNHORST abreast of
Turret “Anton,” putting it out of action, and leav-

ing her with six 1] inch guns.
As soon as Admiral Bey saw the muzzle flashes
of the 14” guns, he turned so as to put SCHARNHORST’s stern to her attacker, thus bringing

Turret “C’’ to bear while presenting the smallest

ships when only enemy cruisers were involved . . .

truth. The SCHARNHORST would have been
better off had she driven through the cruisers to
her quarry at the first meeting. Bey, instead, resorted to evasive tactics which allowed the DUKE
OF YORK enough time to close range sufficiently
to engage in the final battle. Although the British
cruisers had an advantage of speed, they were

sorely out-gunned by SCHARNHORST.

possible target. He ordered full speed, and pulled

For the British, the sinking of the SCHARN-

slowly away from the DUKE OF YORK. In two

HORST was a major victory. It was especially

hours he was out of range of the battleship, but

succulent for Admiral Fraser because he had, at
one time, been Commanding Officer of H.M.S.

ran into the English destroyers. The destroyers

had pulled ahead of SCHARNHORST, got
into position, and launched torpedo attacks as she

GLORIUS. The Home Fleet had made good their
failure to eliminate SCHARNHORST during her

passed. SCHARNHORST took many torpedoes
before a lucky hit slowed her to 20 knots. (Salt

Channel dash and after the GLORIUS affair.
Adm. Fraser recognized the English victory for

water probably got into a boiler and put it out of

what it was.

operation.) The DUKE OF YORK soon caught

of his officers and staff, “we have sunk the

up to her, and soon all the English ships were

SCHARNHORST. Vhis is more than a victorious

“Gentlemen,” he said to a meeting
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engagement; it is a strategic success of great im“portance:
‘the*‘Heet in’ being’ of our enemy, the
“threat to our convoy route, has ceased to exist ...

over-gunned “pocket” battleships, the ADMIRAL
SHEER and the LUTZOW, and a motley assortment of old cruisers and destroyers. These were

“Phere is one thing more that I should like to say,

sent on occasional patrols off Norway, but were

gentlemen. If you’ should ever be in the position

primarily concerned with training duties. The
sinking of the SCHARNHORST also removed

“of having to command a heavy ship against many
‘times ‘superior odds, I hope you will do as they

the last major scourge of the North Sea and Arctic

‘did, that you will maneuver your ship as well, and

Ocean to dispute Allied control of the northern

‘“with-your ship’s company will fight as bravely as
‘the officers of the ears ee have done
sipence
“The loss of the SCHARNHORST left Ger-

convoy route.

many with a Navy that was, for the most part,

'non-operational. “he Imperial Navy was reduced
‘“to one battleship, the TI/RPITZ, which had been
‘damaged by English mines, two lightly armored,

‘SHE IS THE CROWD

“Toa sailor a ship is a living thing witha life
and character of its own, and there are ships
that seem sombre and malevolent, just as there are

people whose personalities lack vitality and
warmth. The SCHARNHORST definitely had
a soul.”

For her face and manner
bid them come
across cool, clear streams

‘Pherewas sien be crowd
“When she followed her Son;
” And now her Son was dead,
“Yet still she was in the crowd.

Around her came the holy ones

across the field of Galilean
green,
to Calvary.
One woman stood on the
edge of the crowd;

. tO. stop,

She feared the sight of the hill.

“to listen

All knew she loved the
mother’s Son,

of her dead Son who rose

" ‘victorious from the grave.

But her heart could not

_ Salome, Martha, Magdalene sa’
beside her feet
- And followed their Master
again in spirit.
“Over hills of Galilean green,

climb the hill.
Aloud, she cried as once before,
“Blessed is He who nursed on
your breasts,

across cool, clear streams

womb.”
And then was lost in the crowd
again.
The sadness of those eyes that
cried, “Blessed”

They strayed.
Who knows a son better than his
. mother?
~ She was in the crowd, she

- was thecrowd
“who followed her Son.

Many came,
_ many followed,

ive
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Michael Morris, S.M.

Blessed is He who lived in thy

Touched the mother who was
the crowd

To ask of her.
Salome turned, Martha

would not answer.
Magdalene alone would say
. is the mother of Iscariot.”
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He wanted to sit down and just let the barbarians go. For the first time, he wished that he

cause he “failed too many people, made his course
too difficult.” His position among historians, how-

was someplace else. But, machine-like, he turned
to the board and wrote his name in sloppy block
letters—as he had done last September and all the
Septembers for the last twenty-five years. He
wondered briefly what his anniversary crop of

ever, constantly buoyed his status. A number of

students would look like; and then dismissed the

Who’s Who, but he didn’t care. His last book
was almost done. But it was not history. And

thought without looking. They always looked the
same and thought the same and wrote the same.
Toying with the chalk, he. pictured the unwill-

ing freshmen behind him:
bodies without:

souls,

faces without names,

minds

without

thought.

Even the best of them would gain only arrogance
in their four years.
‘Turning to face the class, he saw instantly that
he was right. But that didn’t matter. With an
inward sigh, his voice became a monotone and
droned out his office hours, course requirements

and other trivia. ‘Thirty busy hands wrote in
thirty notebooks. He paused, and began to speak
of the meaning of history, his voice picking up

books on historical theory received excellent comment in intellectual circles and lent the college a
little prestige. They netted him little material

gain, but he didn’t care. He got a few lines’in

neither was he:

‘The next day he tried again. He spoke passionately of the living, breathing existence of the past.

But the past had died in that room. He stared
at their faces. They looked as if their was only
one face: laughing, mocking, stupid—as he knew
it would.
“Between the emotion
And the response
Falls the shadow

Life is very long”
Not many people attended the funeral.

‘Vhe

president of the college said a few words. “How

inflection from a faint glimmer of remaining

tragic,” he said sincerely, “for such a man to take

hope. The busy hands continued to write. Fin-

his own life . . . especially when he had so much

ally the bell rung and the hands were relieved to
flee the room. Their minds did not even enter

was starting for some, and there was much to do.

the room, he thought bitterly. They listened, but

did not hear.

Erasing the blackboard, he thought about the
offers from other schools, where minds were eager,
where neatly-buttoned people with a tinge of ivy

to say.””. The president rushed off—for a new year
“Multifoliate rose

Of death’s twilight kingdom
The only hope
Of empty men.”
‘The sun had almost set when they lowered him

deep

into his grave. The fiery orange disc was sliding

thoughts. Why had he turned them down? He
didn’t know himself.
In any case, the offers stopped coming in eventually and his status in the school declined be-

was autumn, and summer was dying. And for
some, there would be no spring.

spoke

meaningful

words

and

thought

down between two mountaims in the distance. It
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WAR STORY (Con’t from Page 28)
this pace.

In John’s mind conflicts battled and

churned, fought and whirled. Here was the final

proof of his father’s dream and that should be preserved, but at home was his wife and she needed
help. “Oh, God, help me,” he prayed. His face,

streaming with the rain, portrayed the force of
the agony he was experiencing. And he made his
decision.
“Go you big brute you, run, run, run.”

Now, the question is going to be raised as to
why War suddenly decided at this crucial moment

back to his ranch.
The day they lowered the small coffin into the
ground, filled the hole with dirt and placed the
small marker at the head of the grave, Bob drove
up to Aspen with the trailer and brought War
home. The Aspen veterinarian had come for him
that night in the rain and had kept him alive.
Patty was still in bed recovering both physically

and mentally from the premature birth and death
of her stillborn son. John was sitting by the window of their bedroom when Bob drove back into
the ranch.

“Bob’s here with War.”

to run as he was bred to. Animals certainly can’t

“Oh, I want to see him.”

understand words, but there is sufficient proof that

“The doctor said for you to stay in bed.”
“But I’ve got to see him John. After

they can detect emotions. The human on War’s

what

back was no different than any other, but in John
Fergueson emotion ran strong and this current of
emotion making itself felt through the hands and

Resa
“Tll have Bob lead him into the yard and you
can look from the window.”

legs must have reached some instinct within the

lightning flared brilliant, trees tossed and reached

“Thank you.”
He yelled down to Bob to bring War into the
yard for Patty to see. Bob nodded his understanding and went to the rear of the trailer. When the
big stallion stepped out into the brilliant sunlight
he looked magnificent. His neck was arched and
his tail plumed. His coat shimmered with reflected
light. John felt and saw a certain emotion. His
eyes misted over and the stallion became a shining

in.the wind. And through this raging hell thun-

blur that moved toward the house.

great barrel of the stallion and. relayed to. his

brain the message. to run now as he. had never
before run.
_. Lo anyone who might have witnessed that ride

‘that night must have come the eerie. feeling that
_theywere witnessing the ride of the first horseman
of the Apocalypse. The storm hammered the earth,

dered a white stallion, his rider a black blur on

his back, mane and tail flying, nostrils distended
and drinking of the shreiking wind as though it
were the very blood that coursed beneath the
steaming, pulsing, driving hide. The stallion War,
out of Strife, by Famine, born in a year of Pesti-

lence, through the faith of Matthew Fergueston

Windbroke, the vet had said of him.

War

would never run again. It seemed unfair and vet
John felt it was all his fault. He didn’t have to go

to Aspen and yet then he thought he did. The
doctor from Brady had been there when he arrived
with the Aspen doctor. The baby wouldn’t have
lived, Doc Stant had said. He had ruined an animal that had been the realization of a dream and
hard work. And for no reason. He felt like shucking it all and giving up. He felt that the end of a

and the blood of his forebearers was in a race for
the life of Patty Fergueson. It was a race with
death and death always won.
The horse that stood in front of the County

dream had come, by his hand. And yet Patty and

Hospital in Aspen was a far different horse than

the baby, he didn’t know, but he had run the

had stood in front of the doctor’s house in Brady.
In Brady he had stamped and snorted and shown
-his. displeasure at being out in the rain and storm.
Here he stood with heaving sides steaming in the
rain that now poured in a steady torrent from the

horse into the ground. All this ran through his
head.
“He’s beautiful.”
“Huh?”
“I said. he’s ...

, John, you’re crying. Oh John,

leaden sky. His sides were washed clean of the

John don’t.”

sweat foam, but his nostrils still dripped with
foam that ebbed and flowed with the effort of his
ne. Hislegs wereapa
out for balance

“I was thinking War’s ruined as a race horse
and, and... ”

And. John Fergueson with a doctor wvas onhis way
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“I know, I know.”

“Well hate me damn it. Hate me for putting a
horse before my wife and baby.”

“You can’t stop those thoughts now John.
They're the result of your father’s idea, his dream
and your own. You didn’t think them or listen to
them when you were going for the doctor.”
“But I am now.”

“And they’ll pass. Oh John don’t you see. We'll
have more children and War can get colts. He can
give them that speed and spirit that made him run
that night just as you can give your children the
principles that made you ask him to do it. The
principles that made you put away the culmination of a dream to do what you felt had to be

done, what you felt was right. I felt bad, because
when I saw you leave on War I hoped you'd kill
him if necessary to get a doctor, for me. All that
mattered was that I lived. I didn’t think of my
son. And then the doctor came and suddenly it hit
me. And I didn’t want to live. But we do live and
will go on living and we have two obligations, one
to a boy who never lived and one to a horse that
almost died trying to bring life to that boy. We
can fulfill them John, don’t you see.”

when John came in. Later someone happened to
see this record and mentioned it in conversation to

Doc Stant. When he compared it to the entry his
wife had made, they found that the time lapse be-

tween the two made the speed in which the
distance was covered almost impossible. They
checked clocks, both are mechanical and differences weren’t enough to matter. The stallion War

had broken every record in this country. But he
never did this on a track nor willhe get a chance to‘
now. But the story got out and breeders know of it.

So, Fergueson has put War to:stud. And he

has got some damn good colts.”

iH

“Damn,” was all the man named Bill, a man:

from the country of careful and decorative white
fence horse breeding, a man from the east that had
decried the Fergueson horses, could say. ‘““That

horse had a hell of a lot of bottom.”
And, twenty odd miles away,a big white stallion

lifted his head at the sound of a baby’s cry. His
eyes took in the lighted second floor window in
the house and the doctor's car parked in front.

“Oh Patty.” And he held her close. Below, War
shrilled a cry at the distant mountains as Bob led

He directed his attention to the sound for a

him back to the barn.

thing and he turned his gaze to the hazing mountains. For a moment a fire came to his eyes and the
huge body trembled. And it might even be permissable to say that, before he relaxed, a feeling of
longing ran through his being. He had won the
race.

IV
The man called Jake snubbed out a cigarette.
“That’s it.”
“But what about the record? How did they
establish that?”
‘The nurse at the Aspen hospital made an entry

moment, then instinct told him it was a natural

I LOVED YOU FROM THE DAY WE MET—
YOU NEVER CARED FOR ME.
YOU LIED TILL ALL THE FUN WAS OVER— —
THEN YOU SET ME FREE.
BUT IN THE END, I'LL BE ON TOP
TO WATCH YOU AS YOU FALL—
FOR “’TIS BETTER TO HAVE LOVED AND LOST
THAN NEVER TO HAVE LOVED AT ALL.”

Special K
C. Richard Studebaker

MY FRIENDS TOLD ME YOU’D BREAK MY
HEART—
YOU'D ALWAYS CHEAT ON ME.
BUT I WAS SO IN LOVE WITH YOU—
I WAS TOO BLIND TO SEE.
YOU HAD ME WRAPPED UP GOOD AND
TIGHT—

;

YOU EVEN MADE ME CRAWL—
BUT I AM STILL AHEAD BECAUSE

ss

I LOVED YOU AND YOU — — YOU NEVER
LOVED AT ALL.
eta
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illustrated by Bill Bohne

Gone with Progress

lynda toth

Brother Paul once ran a snack shop between

long tables, squeezed additional chairs between the

Chaminade and St. Mary’s Hall before the University arranged for more convenient eating facili-

tables or stood in any remaining space near the
entrance or around

the windows.

Of course,

burgers, muddy coffee, and hardtack doughnuts,”

sometimes this closeness went too far. You never
could be quite sure—as you took a bite of a roll—
if the guy next to you would not also be chomping

ties. Though two generations of students jokingly
chided Brother Paul about his “meatless ham-

two generations also enjoyed the friendly intimate

down on the same morsel. Also, it was considered

atmosphere of the shop.
As you entered from the north side of Brother
Paul's, pushing inward on a large, window-paned
door, the interior appeared like the dining hall of

fair play to slip into another’s chair if he journeyed up to the snack counter and pretend you’d
been there all the time!

a medieval castle. The floor was inlayed with
marble slats in a geometric pattern similar to
the Byzantium designs copied by ‘Teutonic
Knights. Squares of white tile extended upward
three feet above the floor, captivating the image

through BP’s like lava rolling down a mountain.
Little bits of information were even hidden in the
foliage of the hanging ivy plants for the Dorothy
Kilgalens’ of the following hour. And the latest

of the stone masonry of thirteenth century fortresses.

And the high, narrow windows reaching

from waist level clear up to the ceiling with the
gray canvass-like curtains hanging from either side
certainly crystallized the feeling that you were

stepping back in time.
But I remember an old grocery in my home
town that also looked like a setting from some

As might be expected, campus gossip spread

low-down on Professor So-and-So’s exam usually
gurgled from some eager throat.

Then all this changed. Time moved on and so
did progress.
The last time I went to Brother Paul’s was on a
Friday. Throngs of students poured in through

the door, piling mountains-of books on the center
tables. The counter girls started shoveling out the
hamburgers and potato chips, the Camels and gum,

other period in history. Small and cramped for

the pie and coffee. Brother Paul, pausing for a

space, the manager stacked canned goods to the

moment to look up at the clock, pulled out his

ceiling. And the aisles were so narrow, that only
one person could go down them at a time. But

handkerchief and wiped his brow. Only a few
more hours remained.

people often preferred to do their grocering here,

‘The Flyers’ Hangar opened the next day and a

rather than at the local supermarket. Undoubtedly

small sign written in red ink appeared on the door

shoppers felt secure in the close, crowded surroundings.
So was it with Brother Paul‘s. Because of the
limited space, students sat elbow to elbow at the

of Brother Paul’s stating — CLOSED.

=
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A New Start
carol minzy

illustrated by Jerry Lochtefe!d
‘They finally did it! Yes, after years of complaints the Allen family moved from the house

that had been an unhappy home. Eleven years
before, when they moved into the house they
hoped they were going to be a happy family at
last. For fifteen years before that, they had moved
from house to house, about seven in all, trying

to find something nice that would satisfy them.
Oh yes, they were satisfied for a few weeks after
each of their frequent moves but then it was
always the same story. The house was too small,
or needed repair, or the neighbors were not decent
to live near.
Of course, they never considered that the house
was too small before they rented it or tried to
adjust to tight quarters. They acted like imprac-

tical honeymooners in selecting the houses and
then when they tried to fit their family of eight
in, they cursed and swore and sat around waiting
for a miracle to happen. The nearest thing to the

expected miracle was the frequent help given by
relatives. And things do need repair occasionally.
But Mrs. Allen wouldn’t let Mr. Allen fix any-

Mrs. Allen defiantly refused their requests to keep
the children out of their yards and to cover her
garbage cans with lids. But, their last move eleven
years ago was not different. Sadly enough it was
much the same.
They managed to live (if you could call it living) in that house on Cherry street longer than

in any of the others. The children and one fierce
Chihuahua had nearly wrecked their tenth set of

furniture just as they did the nine before it. One
leg on the kitchen table was nearly off and three
of the accompanying chairs were hardly safe to sit
in. There was a new clothes dryer in the dining

room but Mrs. Allen wouldn’t let anyone connect
it because she wanted to save it for the new house
she hoped to move to some day. The dryer sat
there unused for two years. The old one was still
in the kitchen being used as a clothes hamper, so
her husband had to take the wash to a laundromat to dry it. The floors in the dining and living
rooms were bare and rough because Mrs. Allen

didn’t like the carpets any more and threw them
away. Springs were bulging from the couch and

thing because she said he was too dumb. Con-

the leather seats in the living room chairs were

sequently, the houses soon became shabby and
the neighbors resented their running the neighborhood down. They didn’t feel any friendlier after

slit. End tables were victims of the children’s
artistic abilities when there was nothing handier
around to carve on. Next to the mantel which
45

also displayed the children’s attempts to express
themselves through drawings and handicraft was
a six hundred dollar television and hi-fi console.
Needness to say this contrasted sharply with the
rest of the house.

{t wasn’t that the family was poverty stricken.
Mr. Allen had an above average job but they
just couldn’t manage. They spent their money
on whiskey and unnecessary frivolities that lasted
only a short time. And of course Mrs. Allen
couldn’t be deprived of going to bingo twice a
week where she always spent much more than she

and bought their house because it is in the path
of a future expressway. They now live in a fine,
spacious home where there should be plenty of
room for all to live in peace. When they moved
the only furniture they took with them was the
dryer, the TV, and the bedroom furnishings.
They bought everything else brand new. Before
they left the old home Mrs. Allen scrubbed the
mattresses until they were soaking wet and they

had to sleep on the floor for three nights while
they were drying. In their new home Mrs. Allen
wanted to start off right!

won. She said this was her escape from the dirty

dump she had to live in.
A few months ago the state came to the rescue

THE WAY TAKEN
I remember other trees and other lanes

by which I have walked without regret
A sigh, a smell, a familiar touch
a blush in the shade of a tree

A bright, living sun breathing life
on the earth—and on you and me.
But now you are gone and I walk alone
down the dark-shaded lane of life
Sometimes I fall and stumble about
but I rise and struggle on
By way of a lane you never saw
I climb a hill and wait for you.

On top of the hill I survey the land
and watch the life below
Then I turn and search for you
there on the top of the hill

I see the place and quietly go
and drop to my knees by your grave.

Patricia Mullins
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Farewell
To a Friend—Cherry Wishing Well—Sieya

Goodbye dear friend, I murmur to you!
For that is what I truly think of you!
It seems so hard for me to believe
That so soon today we should part... you and I.

Thru mixed feelings, sadness and joy!
For your golden future I beam with dreamy joy!
And for your parting I shed some hidden tears

Like a child losing his first toy!
For your future you search. Go with care!

No matter what you do or how or where:
I will be with you in a silent prayer
For your image with our memories shall always be here!

Simon Yang
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BOOKS

To Kill a Mockingbird
Harper Lee

J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and New York
1960
Harper Lee was born in 1926 in Monroeville,

Alabama. After attending local schools, she attended the University of Alabama where she

studied law. In her book To Kill A Mockingbird,
Miss Harper draws on both backgrounds and
writes a very touching story about a small town
lawyer in a small town in Alabama.
The time is the Depression and the scene is

Maycomb, Alabama. The main character is Scout
Finch, an eight year old free-thinker. She can sce
why her father tells her not to kill a mocking
bird, because the mockingbird harms nothing and

trying to create in the song “You’ve Got To Be
Taught To Hate” from South Pacific.

Atticus teaches his children that people are
people despite their color and you get the feeling
the Scout isn’t going to forget it. She watches the
trial from the colored section of the Court House.
Symbolic of the feeling in the South at this time
and at the present time and ever since Reconstruction is this summation by Atticus in court. It is
also why he is scorned for his stand and why his
children are later exposed to a deranged man in-

its song brings great pleasure to everyone. Yet she

tent on murder. “The witnesses for the-state, with
the exception of the sheriff of Maycomb County,

Scout and her brother Jem, despite theDepres-

this court, in the cynical confidence that their

cannot always see the reasons for other things.

sion, are seldom depressed. They possess great
ability to entertain themselves. In fact their tal-

ents in this vein are often appaling to everyone,
that is everyone but their wise lawyer father,
Atticus.
Atticus is a man of unfaltering good-will, humor
and wisdom, and partly because of this the children become involved in some disturbing adult
mysteries:

fascinating Boo Radley, who never

leaves his house; the terrible tempered Mrs. Dubose down the street; the fine distinctions of the

Finch family “quality”; the forces that cause the

people of Maycomb to show compassion in one
crisis and unreasoning cruelty in another.

have presented themselves to you gentlement, to
testimony would not be doubted, confident that
you gentlemen would go along with them on the

assumption — the evil assumption — that avr
Negroes lies, that Att Negroes are basically immoral beings, that ALL Negro men are not to be
trusted around our women, an assumption

associates with minds of their caliber.

one

Which,

gentlemen, we know is a lie as black as Tom
Robinson’s skin... . There is not a person in this

courtroom who has never told a lie, who has never
done an immoral thing, and there is no man living
who has never looked upon a woman without

desire.”
‘The case is lost, but the moral point is made

Also because Atticus is what he is, and because

and is lasting in Scout. The book is charming and

plunged into a conflict that indelibly marks their

simple, yet it says volumes. Perhaps it is Miss
Harper’s way of telling the story, through the

he lives where he does, he and his children are
lives. There is the main focus of the trial of Tom

Robinson, a Negro accused of raping a whitegirl.
Atticus is scorned by the town for his defense of

the man, but defend him he does. There is a

lesson to be learned from this episode, perhaps

the same one Rodgers and Hammerstein were
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mind of eight-year-old Scout, that gives it its charm
and simplicity, without robbing it of any of its
impact. Read it, by all means, it is very surely
worthy of the Book-of-the-Month title that it
carried for many months.

THEATRE

West Side Story
Natalie Wood, Richard Beymer, Ross Tamblyn,
Rita Moreno, George Chakiris
Music, Leonard Bernstein; Lyrics, Stephen Sondheim; Choreography, Jerome Robbins; Book, Arthur Laurents; Photography, Daniel L. Fapp.

West Side Story was the hands-down winner
this year of a majority of the awards given by the
Motion Picture Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Did it rate all of the awards it won? This is
really a difficult question to answer. When this
reviewer first saw West Side, it was ona stage.
It had been a much heralded musical and, when

action, but, well, the story is still there. And,
critics be damned, it is Romeo and Juliet. Romeo

people, exploding through slum streets, singing
on fire escapes, in drug stores, fighting under highways and dancing all over the place. This was the
original conception of the show as dreamed of by
Choreographer Jerome Robbins. ‘The book, plot,

(Tony) is a member of an “American” gang,
falls in love with Juliet (Maria)asister to, it was
cousin in Shakespeare’s story, Tybalt (Bernardo)
leader of a rival Puerto Rican gang. Mercuitio
(Riff) leader of the “American” gang and Tybalt
fight after Romeo attempts to end the fighting.
Mercuitio is killed under Romeo's arm by Tybalt
and Romeo kills Tybalt. So far, pretty close to
the inspirational piece.
The Nurse (Anita—Bernardo’s girl friend)
comes to Doc’s (Friar Lawrence) Drugstore to
arrange a meeting between Romeo and Juliet.
Here it departs from the original. Harrassed by

written by Arthur Laurents was based loosely on

the friends of Riff, Anita tells them Maria is dead

seen, rightly so.

From the opening Prologue to the final tragic
scene the stage was alive with people, young

Shakespeare’s

Romeo

and

Juliet.

Remember,

based, not taken from Romeo and Juliet.

This is one of the major criticisms of both the
stage and the movie, that it in no way resembles
the Elizabethian drama upon which it is based.

Well, if this is to be a legal criticism, then let us
criticize Tschaikovsky on his Romeo and Juliet
which is a fantasy based on the drama. See, this
is the same with West Side. It would be ridicu-

and Tony runs out into the streets to be shot by
Chino,. who must represent Paris.

Maria doesn’t

die physically, but as the curtain descends, you feel
that she may as well have been killed, for she is
dead within.
Powerful? You bet it is. Effective? As effective
as anything can be. How well did it transpose to
the movie screen. As well as could be expected.
What got it ten awards, when in the long run

lous to try and put Romeo and Juliet in the slums
of New York, but the story can be reused.
But enough for explanations. On stage the

it was inferior to the stage show? The show itself
got the awards and the photography. Also, the
actors had a lot to do with it. If any of them are

musical was big, fast and explosive. In the movie

to be mentioned, it must be Miss Wood, who

it is bigger, faster and fifty megatonish. If there

finally proves that she can act.
Also something should be said about Jerome

is any criticism of the movie to be made, it is this,

that they have overdone the stage show to a point
that it almost frightens instead of entertains, if a

drama can entertain. Drama? You weren’t aware
that West Side is a drama?

Of course, that is

Robbins choreography. And this is what should
be said: tremendous. Mr. Bernstein’s music: what
can we say about the acknowledged fair-haired

composer of our era? His score is lyrical, powerful

what made it unique, it wasn’t the usual run of

and dramatic.

the mill Broadway musical, it was musical drama.
On stage the dancing went with the settings,
abstractions of the big city slums. On the screen,

if you have a chance, see the stage show. There

Is the movie worth seeing? Very definitely. But
the power isn’t the settings, but the people and

the natural big city and the dacing seem to clash
in some small undefinable manner. The colors

the music and the dancing. What more can be

in the movie flash along with the dancers and the

there is no in between on West Side Story.

said?

Go see it, you will either love it or hate it,

dancing to at times detract from the course of the
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RECORDS
The Ballet of Romeo and Juliet
Sergei Prokofieff
Westminster Records, XWN 2206
The Orchestra of the Bolshoi Theater

Conducted by Gennadi Rozhdestvensky

In this issue’s reviews, we have hit upon a
modern interpretation of the Romeo and Juliet

then balletmaster of the Kirov Company was coauthor of the libretto and the producer. Ulanova

story. Quite the opposite of West Side Story,

created the role of Juliet. In 1946, a revised ver-

which was originally conceived by Jerome Robbins
as a ballet, essentially, modern interpretation of

sion was introduced to the repitory of the Bolshi

the Shakespeare classic, is Prokofieff’s ballet. De-

works.
For those of you familiar with the more famous

‘Theatre, where it is now one of the most popular

finitely Russian, the music is not nearly as lyric
as ‘I'schaikovsky’s fantasy, nor does it pick one
lyric or dramatic thread as did Gounod in his

‘Vschaikovsky work, you will find it difficult at

Romeo and. Juliet.

of the classic. It has not the lyricism nor the

This score is perhaps the greatest ballet score
since ‘I'schaikovsky’s Sleeping Beauty, yet until

power of the shorter ‘Tschaikovsky work, but after

very recently, all that was known of it were three

orchestral suites arranged by the composer. Not

until the premiere of a movie of the ballet was it
clear how deeply Mr. Prokofieff had understood
and felt the poetic narrative of Shakespeare’s play.
‘He has almost transposed the play into music,
speech for speech.
This ballet was first presented in 1940 at the

Kirov Opera House in Leningrad. For years it

first to like this radically different interpretation

listening, one begins to see the story unfold as
Shakespeare unfolded it upon his stage. Once one
reaches this level of awareness and realization the
piece becomes a pure joy of listening.
This recording is excellent. The orchestra under

Mr. Rozhdestvensky is well qualified to present
the work. It is also a treat to hear a Russian orchestra performing a Russian work, a treat not

to be often indulged in in this era of cold war and
stone and iron walls. By all means get this work.

starred the legendary Ulanova. Leonid Lavrovsky,

op
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If race and creed shall supreme decide
Who comes within, who stays outside,
Then size of brain should take a hand
In determining the worth of man.

But if this yardstick should prevail,
design: Jerry Lochtefeld

18

We'd all lose out to the great blue whale.

THANKSGIVING

Thank you, God, for pain
and misery;
For days in which despair hangs heavy
as a fog,
And my only hope is Thee.
Earthly pleasure and the praise of men
breed pride’s forgetfulness.
Like an eagle, then, alone

I strive to reach the sun.
Up, up, I fly; scornful of the air supporting;
of the earth below
Only to fall,
more rapid thanI rose.
But when I pause, in forced
humility,
Betrayed by wings I boasted
as my strength,

Carol

Doolan

The sun comes down to me.

May the road rise to meet you,
may the wind be always at your
back, may the sun shine warm
upon your face and the rains
fall soft on your fields, and
until we meet again may God
hold you in the palm of his hand.
Old Irish Farewell

EXPONENT

